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ABSTRACT 

An introduction to recent works, in S-matrix theory and axiomatic 
field theory, on the analysis and derivation of momentum-space analy-
ticity properties of the multiparticle S matrix is oresented. It includes 
an historical survey, which outlines the successes but also the basic 
difficulties encountered in the sixties in both theories, and the 
evolution of the subject in the seventies. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The aim of these lectures is to provide an introduction to recent 
works on the analysis and derivation of the moraentum-snace analytic 
structure of multiparticle collision amplitudes between sets of massive 
particles with short-range interactions. We shall not attempt here to 

[ 1 2] give technical details (for a more rrecise presentation, see ' J ) , but 
we wish instead to describe the general evolution of the subject, starting 
from the traditional approaches and results of the sixties, outlining 
their successes, but also their limitations and difficulties, and then 
introducing the more recent investigations carried out in the seventies 
in close connection with related mathematical developments. 

Recent results from the viewpoint of mathematical physics concern 
mainly, either in S-matrix theory or in axiomatic field theory, the 
study of the phy&jLzcdL-n.ig4jon analytic structure, to which we shall there
fore mostly devote our attention. The physical region of a given process 
is the set of all real initial and final energy-momenta variables subject 
to the mass-shell conditions and to energy-momentum conservation (see 
Eq.(3) at the end of this section). For a two-body equal-mass orocess 
(two initial and two final particles with mass y > 0), it reduces, in 

2 terms of the usual squared center-of-tnass energy variable s »(o.+o?) , 
2 

to the region s real, s > 4y (with some further conditions on the mo
mentum transfer t not specified here) : see Fig.l in Sect.2. The study 
of the physical-region structure may therefore seem very limited, since 
one knows that analyticity on the complzx mass-shall far away from the 
physical region is needed, already in the two-body case, for crossing, 
dispersion relations, ... It has, however, proved to have its own phy
sical and mathematical interest in the general multioarticle case and 
can be considered as a basic starting point for further developments. 
This has already appeared in a number of heuristic studies in S-matrix 
theory, e.g. the derivation in the sixties of crossing, hermitear. 
analyticity and related results (seoi Sect.4), and in the seventies of 
multiparticle dispersion relations and of multi-Regge theory . 
It is also the viewooint of S-matrix theoretists that the understanding 
of the physical region analytic structure should indeed be one of the 
basic ingredients, together with further tooological assumntions, for 



investigating modern theories of Darticle ohysics (including quarks, 
gluons, ...)» and interesting developments have been carried out in 
this direction. This is, however, another subject and I will not arstue 
about, or discuss it here. 

In Sect.l, the situation for the two-body S matrix is brieflv 
reviewed. 

In Sect.2, we then come to the multioarticle case and describe 
general physical-region analyticity orooerties, to be made more Drecise 
and completed in Sect.3:(i) analyticity outside +a-Landau surfaces 
and plus ie rules at +a-Landau points, (ii) à la Cutkoskj local 
discontinuity formulae around the +a-Landau singularities and related 
"à la Feynman" representations, which give detailed information on 
the S-matrix structure. We also introduce corresponding decompositions 
of the S-matrix in terms of "generalized Feynman integrals" associated 
with graphs with one internal line and triangle graphs in the simple 
case, which is that treated in recent works both in S-natrix theory and 
axiomatic field theory (see Sect.5,6), of a 3 -*• 3 equal-mass orocess 
below the 4-particle threshold. Properties (i) and (ii) were already 
suggested to a large extent at the beginning of the sixties on the basis 
of perturbation theory (i.e. the study of analvticity properties of 
Feynman integrals), and further heuristic arguments. Some errors made 
at that time have, however, to be corrected. 

It soon appeared that these analyticity properties should be 
independent of perturbation theory, and the aim of the various works 
we shall describe was to get more orecise and general statements as 
well as a satisfactory physical understanding of these orooerties, to 
check their internal consistency (in particular wich unitarity) , and 
to derive them, as far as oossible, from basic axioms. Progress in 
axiomatic field theory was stopped in the sixties, in the multioarticle 
case, by both conceptual and technical difficulties that reauired a 
deeper analysis of the general structure of the theory and new mathe
matical methods. As a conseouence, results on analyticity properties 
(on the mass-shell) have been obtained only recently in that framework. 
We shall come back to it later. The first important developments in the 
multiparticle case are those of the anoroach usually called Analutic 



S-mattôc the.OA.tf, which is indeoendent of field theorv and is based on 
unitarity and on Chew's basic orinciole of "maximal analvticity'"-

Its heuristic successes in the sixties, as veil as its difficulties, 
[7-9] in particular in the derivation which is a basic nart in this 

program of the physical-region discontinuity formulae, will be outlined 
in Sect.4. This derivation is based on the analysis of unitaritv ecua-
tions, starting from general preliminary assumptions on scattering 
functions associated in the physical region with the idea of "maximal 
analyticity" : analyticity outside Landau surfaces and plus ie rules . 
These assumptions are completed in [9] by assuming from the outset 
analyticity outside the +a-parts of the Landau surfaces, as follows e .g . 
from macrocausality : see below, whereas this is in [7,8] oart of the 
results one aims to prove. The difficulties encountered-'crucial as we 
shall explain on a simple example. They were in the sixties either 
ignored in [7,8] (and as a consequence, the proofs given are crucially 
not correct as they stand, in spite of the actual value from many view
points of these works), or were treated by ad hoc, more or less precise 
assumptions in [9] . A more satisfactory understanding of the problems 
and partial solutions have been obtained in the seventies, as described 
below. This requires, however, the preliminary introduction of macro-
causality and of essential support theory, or of hy-* function theory . 

In the same time as analytic S-matrix theory was developed, it 
soon became as a matter of fact clear (as already foreseen in 
some earlier investigations" for the two-body S-matrix) that physical-
region analyticity properties were intimately linked with the macroscopic 
space-time description of processes in terms of multiple scattering (see 
in particular ), and they were shown in the second oart of the sixties 

[18 191 to be essentially ZQVÙMOÂznt ' to general properties of macrocau-
sality and macrocausal factorization . These properties, in the general 
form given in [18,19] that allows this eauivalence, are refined versions 

r i 7 1 3 i 
and generalizations of the cluster properties considered "* , or 

[14] 
proved in field theory , in the middle of the sixties, and ar* the 
general outcome of the developments of the subject in various directions 
Macrorausality is a general causality property in terms of narticles, in 
macroscopic space-time . (It does not directly follow from raicrocausality 
which refers to underlying fields at the microscopic level : see discussion 

http://the.OA.tf
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late-) . It states exponential fall off oronerties under soace-tise 
dilation, or more generally factorization Drooerties of tran
sition probabilities between apcrooriate seauences of initial «.nd 
final displaced wave functions (corresponding to ©articles that are 
well localized asymntotically along classical trajectories), for t:cr. 

cauAaZ configurations of these oarticles, or of suberouns of narticl.es, 
i .e . when they cannot be linked causallv via real stable intermediate 

r I8Î particles in accordance with classical ideas. It is shown1 to be 
(essentially) equivalent to analyticity of scattering functions outside 
the •a-Landau surfaces and to the plus ie rules. Macrocausal facto
rization is a stronger factorization oronerty apolying to the case of 
cau&at configurations, and is in turn equivalent (in simnle cases) 
to the discontinuity formulae and related results, such as, for the 3-*3 
S-matrix below the 4-particle threshold, the décomposition in terns 
of generalized Feynman integrals of Sect .2 J. 

These results are described in Sect.3.1 (macrocausality) and 3.2 
(sacrocausal factorization) where the general and natural mathematical 

[21] statements of these properties in terms of the notion of UbZYVtùU. 

àWopOKt introduced below are also given . These statements cover situations 
where the usual plus ie rule or discontinuity formulae cannot aooly 
(e.g . some of the points that lie on several •a-Landau surfaces) . They 
can be expressed equivalently in terms of the notion of singular soec-
trum of hyperfunction theory, as proposed in [12,23], in view of tht 
equivalence (see below and Appendix) of the two mathematical notions, 
3»<l are also called micro-analyticity property *>•><* microlocal dis
continuity formulae following a suggestive language (first used in hvper-
function theory) which refers to the fact that according Co these sta
tements , certain directions (in the soace of space-cime disolacements 
of the particles) are "non singular" (* outside the essential suoDort, 
or singular spectrum) directions of relevant distributions at +a-Landau 
points. Note, however, that this is a pure ouestion of mathematical 
language which adds nothing by itself and does not refer to the notion 
of raicrocausality or raicrolocality of field theory. 

Before giving indications on the mathematical Dart (which will 
play a more crucial role in further results : see below), let as 

http://narticl.es
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sunnarize the situation as it thus aopears at the end of the sixties. 
As we have seen (Sect.3), the physical-region analytic structure that 
can be reasonably expected is equivalent to, and can thus be derived 
from macrocausality and macrocausal factorization if the latter are 
considered as basic properties of the theory. Macrocausal factorization 
has a satisfactory physical interpretation, but- is a strong jrcnertv 
compared e.g. to the general property of macrocausality, and is not 
likely to be independent of macrocausality and unitarity. From an 
axiomatic viewpoint, it is thus desirable to derive it if oossible, 
together with the related analytic structure, from these more basic 
principles. This program is a closely related, more precise version of 
that already outlined above (« derivation of the physical region dis
continuity formulae). In the alternative philosonhy of "maximal ana
lytic ity" (» accept the strongest analyticity properties that aooear 
to be the "simplest ones" compatible with unitarity), the aim (which 
is to some extent complementary to the previous one) is rather Co check 
the internal consistency, from various viewpoints of the physical-region 
analytic structure previously discussed with unitarity. Finally, if 
one goes back to axiomatic field theory, then both macrocausality and 
macrocausal factorization, or the related analyticity oroperties, have 
to be derived from the basic axioms of the theory. The various results 
obtained in the seventies in S-matrix theory (from the two viewooints 
mentioned above) and in axiomatic field theory will be outlined below 
and in more detail in Sect.4,5 and in Sect.6 respectively. All make 
use of the results of closely related developments of essential support 
theory, or of hyperfunction theory. 

Essential support theory, was develooed in the first Dart of the 
seventies by a collaboration of the present author with J. 3ros, scar-
ting from the earlier results of [18] : see [24] (and references cherein). 
An outline of the basic notions and results is given here in Sect.l of 
the Appendix. The essential sunoort of a distribution f is, at each 
real point, a cone with apex at the origin in the space of dual variables, 
composed of "4<lngnLa/i diie.ction&" along which a generalized local Fourier 
transform of f does not fall off exponentially in a well defined sense. 
It is shown to characterize by duality in a well defined way the real 
points where f is analytic, or is the boundary value of an analytic 



function, and more generally possible decompositions of f into sums 
of boundary values of analytic functions (obtained from directions 
that may depend on the real point considered). It leads to simple 
and powerful generalizations of edge-of-the-wedge theorems, and to 
general theorems on the analytic structure (* essential support) of 
products of distributions, integrals, restrictions, — that extend 
previous results involving distributions that are boundary values of 
analytic functions. These theorems will be usefully applied to the 
unitaricy-type. on-mass-shell integrals that will occur either in 
S-matrix theory or in axiomatic field theory. They do not cover, however, 
certain "u«0" situations that will play a crucial role in S-tnatrix theory. 
The more recent u«0 results of [25,26] are based on a new regularity property 
R on the way rates of exponential fall off tend to zero where directions of 
Che essential support (* causal directions in the application) are approached. 
They are outlined in Sect.2 of the Appendix. 

In Sect.3 of the Appendix, we introduce hyperfunction theory , 
which was developed independently by very different methods, but led 
in the first part of the seventies to notions and results which turned 
out to be very closely related to those of essential support theory 
described in Sect.l * ' .In oarticular, the notions of 
essential support and singular spectrum characterize analvticicy oro-
perties in the same way, and coincide for distributions. Hyoerfunction 
theory does not play a crucial role in these lectures since most of 
the results described have been obtained within the more simple frame-

[28] work of essential support theory. Powerful results on Feynman 
integrals have, however, been obtained in connection with the further 

[27] [?9] 
notion of holonomicuAu , or tzguZaA. kclcncmicitif , introduced 
in hyperfunction theory and briefly nresented also in zhe Appendix. 
This same notion and related results have also led to some recent 
results, to be mentioned in Sect.5,7 on the u*0 problem and on the 
nature of the S-matrix singularities. 

We now return to S-matrix theory. The developments of essential 
support theory have first led in the first part of the seventies to 
improve in various ways the previous analysis of [9], and to remove 
in particular one of its technical assumptions (• "patching assumption") 

(*) 
Part of these results have been, as a matter of fact, inspired 

by the analtfeous ones of [27] 
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in view of the (u#0) structure theorem on unitarity-type integrals 
of [30]. The results obtained Are c*rH*€.* jc t'n <.»* or Sect. 4. l*r » 
are still crucially based, however, besides unitarity and macrocaui*i-'Cf 

on a./» ad hoc assumption of "mixed-a cancellation" or more generallv 
of "separation of singularities in unitarity equations". The orcoertv 
of "separation of singularities" is believed to hold and has been 
conversely checked in a number of ca-es from the discontinuity formulae 
and related results, in a heuristic or more precise way. This 
is satisfactory to some extent, in particular from the viewpoint of 
"maximal analyticity" ideas (» checking internal consistency) mentioned 
earlier. From a deductive, axiomatic viewpoint, "separation of sinsu
larities" cannot, however, be considered as a basic axiom and should 
itself be derived rather than used as an ad hoc crucial assumption. 
The recent works on this subject are described in Sect.5. 

The problem can be decomposed into two parts. The first one 
is the u»0 problem which 2 priori prevents one from obtaining any 
result at all at any point on the analytic structure of some of the 
unitarity-type integrals (such as 5 ( ^ 5 3 ^ ) encountered even in 
the simplest cases. It has been solved in [25] on the basis of a regu
larity property corresponding physically to a refined form of macro-
causality (see in this connection the orevious mathematical discussion). 
Another approach to this problem ' , which is more in the sDiric 
of checking internal consistency, makes use of stronger holonomicity 
assumptions.A discussion of both approaches is given in Sect. 5.1. 
Even though the u«0 problem is solved, other apparently crucial oroblems 
remain if "separation of singularities" is not assumed. Thev have been 

[35 36] solved ' , as will be explained in Sect.5.2, for Che 3 - 3 S-matrix 
below the 4-particle threshold, with the helo of a veak "no snrouc' 
analyticity assumption that goes slightly beyond macrocausalicy (and is 
probably linked with refined raacrocausality). 

In Sect. 6, we return to axiomatic field theory. r»e rirst describe 
the results derived in [37] in the framework of the "linear program", i-n <>* 
basis of microcausality and the spectral condition. (Our presentation 

will follow the more direct derivation given in Part IV 
of [1]). The results obtained at that stage in the raultinarticle case 
are, however, only very weak forms of macrocausalitv or analvticitv 
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properties : scattering functions are not known to be 
analytic outside the +a-Landau surfaces, or even to be boundary values 
of well defined analytic functions, exceot in a small tart of the 
physical region (whereas this is expected, and oroved from macrocau-
sality, almost everywhere : see Sect. 2). It soon appeared in the seventies 
that the situation should be improved (2s was already the case in "" e 
sixties for the derivation of second-sheet analyticity for the two-
body S-matrix) by the further exploitation of the off-shell unitaritv 
or extended unitarity eauations arising in field theorv from the axiom 
of asymptotic completeness of the relevant fields, together with re-

[38] gularity assumptions needed to avoid 1 la Martin pathologies, the work 
we shall describe in Sect. 6 is the outcome, using methods of essential 
support theory, of a program proposed long ago by V. Glaser. It is based 
on a direct exploitation of the above eauations and has led to the 
desired results (• decompositions in terms of generalized Feynntan inte
grals), up to some technical limitations, again for the 3-3 S-natrix 
below the 4-particle threshold. The method used shows clearly how, star
ting from the support properties associated in space-time with micrc-
causality, one obtains at the end the exponential fall off properties, 
in terms of intermediate particles, associated with macrocausality and 
macrocausal factorization. The latter are obtained in a somewhat stroneer 
form that applies to the Green functions themselves, i.e. the off shell 
versions of the S-matrix in field theory, and reduce to those oreviously 
described for the S-matrix on the mass-shell. 

An alternative important approach in axiomatic field theorv is chat 
developed by J. Bros and coworkers. It is based oil the introduction 
of Bethe-Silpeter-type equations and irreducible kernels. A number of 

basic preliminary results in that approach were obtained in the seventies 
and have also led recently to results on the 3*3 S-matrix below the 
4-particle threshold that are closely related to those described in Sect.6 
The work of Bros makes use of somewhat different mathematical methods 
and provides "semi-global" results. It is described in detail in his 

[39] lectures a.td is thus o" ' <%d here. 

The approach of axiomatic field theory is potentially more nowerful 
than that of S-matrix theory since (at least in principle) one might 
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ultimately derive in a precise way global analyticicy orooerties on 
the complex mass-shell, beyond the phvsical region, eeneralizing those 
of the two-body case. However, only 1iraited results have been obtained 
so far in this direction (see the lectures by Bros). On the other ht.td, 
all preceding considerations on field theory take olace in the frame
work of the standard Wightman-type axioos of local fields or observables 
and of the corresponding Hau.^-Ruelle asymptotic theorv. This fra-evork 
might have to be considerably modified, in view of recent theoretical 
considerations, whereas the analyticity properties of the S matrix 
should remain essentially unchanged. 

In the final section (Sect.7), we review recent investigations 
on the nature of the Landau singularities, in connection in oarticular 
with a conjecture by M. Sato on holonooicitv. We first outline 

[23] results that hold for graphs with only single or double lines and 
confira (in space-time dimension 4) this conjecture. The investigations 
of [41] on the 3-particle thresholds (and more generally basic a-oarticle 
normal thresholds), which give precise information on the nature of the 
singularity in a siaplified theory, suggest, however, that holonomicity 
cannot be expected d*l thtt ts.s conjectured on the other hand in [34], 
the S-matrix should be at best an infinite sum of a la ?eynman rezular 
holonomic terms near singularities associated with sranhs including 
sets of an odd number > 1 of lines between two vertices (e.?. the 
three-particle threshold in a two-body orocess). 

We conclude this introduction with some notations, Ve consider for 
simplicity a theory with only spinless particles (the difficulties due 
to spin being unessential in the physical region). As alreadv mentioned 
all masses are strictly oositive. 

Being given a m •* m' orocess, the corresponding momentum-soace 
S-matrix kernel S ,(p.,...,o :D.,...,o ^ , ) , where the indices I -

m,o i m n-M ra+m 
and m+It...fffl+m' label the initial and final oarticles resoectivelv, is 
defined in the space M , of all real (p.,...,o _,) subject to the 

mass-shell conditions 
2 2 P k - U k . ( P k ) 0 > 0 , Vk - !,..., m*m' (l) 
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2 *2 
o k • where p~ « ( 0 ~ " P k » (p^) ««^ P^ beine the energy and =©sentue 

parts of the v—vector p., and \u > 0 is the mass of aarticle '*. As the 
kernel of a bounded ooerator, S , is in particular a well cefined 
tempered distribution. The saae is also true for the ccnwctzd S-raatrix 
kernels S C(p. »»-»iQ m l Mt) which are defined froc, the non connected ones 
by standard recursive relations (see e.«. [1], Ch.I). 

Finally, by energcy-aoaentua conservation, these kernels car. be 
written (if the p. are not all colinear) in the fora : 

a*a' 
s!ci» (»»i»---»p—» } • , l c i ' ( ° i» - - -»° .* . ' ) 6 \ I B ; " i 
••• i mm a.a i m— % i M i .^ =a*I 

'i ) ( 2 > 

(c) where s , i s now a well defined d i s t r i b u t i o n in the •?fciu<icaE xzaj.cn 
• » • 

M , of the process : 

\ • \ ' ( p k ) o > ° ' * ' " B B t - | ( P l . . . . . P ^ | | B t ) ; P f c rea l , 

a mrm' f 

r -1 j-a*I 

The connected kernel s , of a given orocess will be 
a.a denoted f , and is called the &cctf£z"Ung function of the orocess. •»• 

The indices a.a' will be left iaolicit most of the time. 

(3) 

1. THE TW0-B00Y S-MATRIX 
Important progress was made, as well known, in the first nart of 

th-» sixties in the derivation of general siomentun-snace ar.ai'-'ticic" 
properties of the two-body S-matrix, on the comolex mass-shell, such 
as crossing and disoersion relations. The latter have been nroved ri
gorously in axiomatic field theory in [42]. Concerning the ohvsical 
region, the above results entail in narticular (sec Fie.H ;hac che 
two-body scattering function f is the boundary value of an analvtic 
function f from the directions Im $> 0. 

http://xzaj.cn
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£r-± 
The study of the physical-region analytic structure was also 

completed by the derivation of "second-sheet analyticitv" across 
2 2 the region 4y < s < 9y (i.e. the fact that _f can be analyticallv 

continued through this part of the real axis, from the region In s> 0), 
with possible poles in the second sheet associated with unstable par-

[44] 
tides. As noticed and emphasized by A. Martin , a regularity assump
tion (e.g. the continuity of f) is needed to avoid otherwise possible 
pathologies corresponding physically to the accumulation, near points 
of the real axis, of an infinite number of unstable particles with 
arbitrarily small widths (i.e. of poles arbitrarily close to the real 
axis, in the region Ims< 0). The same analysis also shows the two-
sheeted square-root type nature of the singularity of £ (considered 
in view of Lorentz invariance as a function of s » (p.+p.) and e.g. 

2 \ 
of t * (p,-p3) ) at the two-particle threshold s * 4ir } in soace-
time dimension 4 . It is based on the physical unitarity equation valid 
below the 3-particle threshold and on the property of hermitean ana-
lyticity, which transforms it into an integral relation between f and 

(1) ? 

the determination f of f obtained after one turn around s »4u" along 
the path shown in Fig.l. This is outlined in Sect.7.2. as an introduction 
to the recent investigations on three-particle thresholds. A related analysis with similar results was also given in the [45] sixties by J. Bros on the basis of the Bethe-Salneter type equation, 
and can be found (on the basis of the unitarity equation) in Sect.l of [36] 
The results are in these two works extended to the off-shell four-point 
Green function. 
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Before coming to the multiparticle case, ue notice that the analysis 
of the physical region structure is, at that stage, far from complete. 
It does not include the existence of analytic continuations across the 

2 2 2 2 real regions 9y < s < 16u, I6u <s< 25u ,..-, which is expected heu-
ristically (see Sect.2,4) and is also equivalent to macrocausalitv 
for two-body orocesses (see Sect.3). It orovides à fortiori no information 

2 on the nature of singularities at the thresholds s = (nu) , n > 3 : this 
will be discussed in Sect.7.2. 

2. PHYSICAL-REGION ANALYTICITY PROPERTIES OF THE MULTIPARTICLE S-MATRIX : 
HEURISTIC DESCRIPTION 

The following physical-region analyticity properties are suggested 
by perturbation theory and heuristic arguments. As described in Sect.3, 
they can be derived from macrocausality and macro-
causal factorization. They refer to.the scattering function f (see defi
nition at the end of the Introduction) of any given t/ccess. 

2.1. AnalyticitYjoutside_+a7Landau..surfaces and plus ie rules 

A first property of f is analyticitv outside the +ct-Landau surfaces 
of connected graphs. 

We recall that, being given a topological multiple scattering 

in a 3 -* 3 process, a ohvsical-region 

point P » (P,,...,P ,) belongs bv definition to L(G), resn. to its 
+a-part L (G), if there exist on-mass-shell energy-momenta K, and real 
scalars a^, resp. positive a^, for each internal line I of G, with 
I a. + 0, such that energy-momentum conservation be satisfied at each 
I ' 
vertex and such that the loop equations : 

I e(£) a 4 ^ - 0 ( ,) 

be satisfied for each closed loop L of G (£(£) -±1 depending on the 
respective orientations of the line H in G and in L). For the above 
triangle graph, (4) reduces to ctjKj - OL^ - a-K. « 0. 



The +a~Landau surfaces are in the two-body case (m=m'=2) 
2 the "thresholds" s - (nu) , n » 2,3,... associated with the graohs 

(We consider here a theory with only one mass u). 

Their equations are more complicated in general and involve combinations 
of initial and final variables (e.g. D,+O~, o,+pc, n.,-r>, for the above 

• 1 2 U 5 "J b 

triangle graph). The main +a-Landau surfaces are still, however, almost 
everywhere smooth (» analytic) submanifolds of the physical region of 
codimension one (i.e. their dimension is one unit smaller than that of the physical region), and they divide it into various sectors [16] This 
is schematically represented in Fig.2, which is the analogue of the 

2 2 
real axis s > 4y of the two-bodv case with its surfaces s * (nu) , riz l i. 

the physical-region M 

physical side 
of L*(G) 

Û+(P.G) 

• a- landau surfaces 

LtJL Bi-J. 

L (G) 

In the neighborhood of any given P = (P.,...,P , ) , each one of 
1 m+m 

these surfaces divides the physical region into two sides ; one of these 
is well characterized by certain convexity properties of the surface 
(in a larger ambient space), and also by the "causal direction" G (P;G) 
*ntrouve*4 m iettj is* f>jl . It is called the physical side of L*(G) . 
By definition points "above the threshold of L (0)" are those of the 
physical side. In the two-bodv case, the phvsical side of the surface 

2 '2 
s«(ny) is the region s > (nu) . 

The situation shown in Fig.2 is of course schematic. One also 
encounters situations which look locally like those of Pi2.4 

Nil// 
a) b) 

fit 4 
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and there are also points P where the surfaces L (G) are no longer 
smooth submanifolds, and surfaces of codimension higher than one. An 
example of the latter is the surface L (G) of a tree graph such as s 

» - — ^ - ^ ' *^< 
* — J^^^^-p*^L.» in a 4 •+ 4 process, which lies at the intersection 

of L*(G ) and L +(G,), with £ -*'jt^<'- C' " ' - ^ ^ ' r i and L tc 2;, wicn t? -t^ ^^_, C\ .- *" -K , } 

Cases where L (G) is no longer a smooth subcianifold are similarly 
those of points P that lie on the boundary of L (G), where G is not a 
tree graph, and on several surfaces L (G'), L (G"),... where G', G" are 
various "contractions" of G (Example a) of Fig.4 is obtained when only 
one contraction of G is involved). 

Finally, surfaces of graphs G such as ! ^ ^ L » which corresDond 
to so-called M points (• some initial, or some final, p, are colinear) 
are always of codimension larger than one in the physical region, in 
terms of the momentum variables (at least if the dimension v of space-
time is larger than 2) : indeed a condition such as o.-p~ is a set of v-l 
conditions (pi), • ( P 7 ) , » u«l,...,v-l. In the two-body case, M points i u c u ty o 
are the points of the set s »4u . This set corresponds moreover ro all n, 
colinear, a case for which the physical region M is itsejf a singular 
submanifold of K = E . As well known, the situation is improved 
there by considering f as defined in the space of new variables such as 
the Lorentz invariants s,t. We shall not discuss < /*û;i the corresnondin? 
considerations at M points in the multiparticle case. 

o • 
Plus ie rules 

The usual "plus ie rule" is the assertion that f can be analytically 
continued from one side of a +a-Landau surface to the other side via 
"infinitesimal plus ie distortions" on the comolex mass-shell (« complexified 
manifold M of the physical region M). Equivalently, f is locallv, in the 
neighborhood of a point P of a surface L +(G), the boundary value (possiblv 
in the sense of distributions) of an analytic function f (defined in a 
domain of M) from "plus ie" imaginary directions. 
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The plus ie directions are the general version of the directions I m s >'•'> 

of the two-body case. They depend, however, in general on the surface and 
on the point P considered. If we consider a surface L (G) which is locally 
near P a real analytic codimension one surface and a system of real analvtic 
coordinates q * (q,»-.-,q ) » P * 1,..., 5(&i+m')-4, chosen such that qj =0 

+ and q, > 0 represent locally L (G) and its physical side, then the plus ie 
directions are the directions of the half-space Imq. > 0, i.e. one has near 
q-0 (which represents P) : 

f(q) - lim I (q+ie) . (5) 
e»(e1,...,ej))+0 ~" 

E , > 0 

The plus ic directions can also be defined (Sect.3) as those dual 
to the causal direction û (P;G) (s the direction u. > 0, u 2*...= u^*0 
in the above local coordinate system). 

By analytic continuation via plus ie distortions around the various 
+a-Landau surfaces encountered, one is led to the conclusion (to be some
what corrected : see below) that the scattering function f is, as in the 
two-body case, the boundary value in its nhysical region of a well defined 
analytic function £ (defined in a domain of the complex mass-shell) : the 
boundary value is still analytic outside the +a~Landau surfaces and is 
obtained at each +a-Landau point from the corresponding DIUS ie directions. 

This conclusion is to be corrected because of the occurrence of 
points that lie on several +a-Landau surfaces and of M Doints. We exclude 

o 
the latter from the present discussion. In the case of ooints P where 
several "related" surfaces of a graph G and of contracted graohs are 
involved, the set of plus ie directions may be smaller than before, 
(see Sect.3), but this makes no basic problem. However, f can no longer 
be expected to be locally the boundary value of an analytic function, 
if P lies on several non related surfaces (or sets of surfaces) with 
conflicting (e.g. opposite) plus ie directions. This occurs for instance. 
in a 3 -* 3 process, in the simple case of all ooints P-(P.,...,?,) such 
that Pj"P6» P2* p4» P3* P5' T h e s e points all belong to the surfaces L +(G*), 
L (G") of the two graphs 

>S< 7 

L" 
/ > 
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But L (G') and L (GM) have (as easily seen in terms of soace-time 
diagrams : see Sect.3) opposite "causal directions", and correspondingly 
opposite plus ie directions, at P : this is the situation shown in Fig.4c) 
In such cases, the correct way 01 stating the "olus ie rule" at P is to 
require that f be locally a ium of different boundary values of analytic 
functions from respective plus ie directions. In space-time dimension 
\) > 2, all points where the usual plus ie rule does not hold lie in sub-
manifolds of codimension > 1 in the physical region. Hence, the nrevious 
statement on the existence of a well defined analytic function f from 
which f is the boundary value in the physical region is still obtained 
"almost everywhere" (i.e. at all other points). 

In dimension v * 2, special phenomena occur. In particular, the set 
of points P mentioned above (P.»P, ,P2»P, ,P,»P,.) has codimension one. See 
further discussion in [46] and the remark that concludes Sect.3. 

2.2. Discontinuitv^formulae_and_à_^a_Fey_nman_^ocai_reçresenta£^on 

Let us consider a surface L (G) which in the neighborhood of a 
point P is a smooth codimension one surface and let P lie on no other 
•orLandau surface. The plus ie rule entails that f can be analytically 
continued from one side of L (G) to the other side via a "DIUS ie" 
distortion. A first content of the discontinuity formula at P, if it 
holds, is that f can also be analytically continued around L (G), from 
the non physical side of L (G), via an ooposite "minus ie" distortion • 
see Fig.5 . 

KOI PHYSICAL-SIDE 

We shall denote by f the (minus ie) boundary value of this minus i 
analytic continuation of f. Then the usual discontinuity formula (when it 
holds^asserts that locally : 

6 V (Z p. - I p.) x (f-f ( L>) , D 

5 V (I p. • Ï Oj) . ̂  (6) 
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where D is a certain on-mass-shell integral associated with G, each 
vertex being replaced by a connected S-matrix kernel : this is the 
analogue of Cutkosky formula for Feynman integrals, in which constants 
(times energy-momentum conservation 6 -functions) are associated to 
each vertex. We give below two examples in a 3 •* 3 process : 

a) G » * '* > <^^>^' f • The surface L (G) is simolv defined bv 

2 2 k «p , k > 0, where k - pj+p^p^-t^+Pg-pj). The nlus ie directions are 
the directions Im k > 0. The physical side is k > u • Then : 

D<V...,P6> - V I S E C J 

= JSj 2(pj,p 2;k,p 4)S2 f 2(k,D 3;p 5,p 6)6(k 2-u 2)e(k o)d 4k (7) 

which gives simply locally, in view of the 5-functions contained in each 
kernel S« ^ : 

2 2 d(pj,...,p6) - f 2 2(pj,p 2;p 4,k)f 2 2(k,p 3;p 5,p 6)6(k -u ) (8) 

re k î PI+PO'PA *-n c ^ e f.h.s. of (8). whe 

In this case, the discontinuity is concentrated on the surface L (G) 
(L) 2 2 

f at k > U ) and the singularity is corresp 
to be necessarily a pole with a factorized residue i 

(L) 2 2 
(f • f at k > \i ) and the s i n g u l a r i t y is corresponding; * =.i>. • y > r |'i- > 

. a ( O i , . . . , p j 

« P i — P 6 > " l b 2 2 . ( 9 ^ 
k —j +i£ 

with k » Pj+P2~P4» a ( p j , . . . , p 6 ) | 2 2 * *2 2^°1 ' ° 2 ; p 4 ' k ^ f ; 2 ^ '°3*°5 *°6') 

1 k «u ' ' 
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b) Let G » 

Then 

n(Pj».--,P 6) 

= / Sj 2
( V P 2 ; k l , k 2 ) S 2 t 2 ( k 2 , p 3 ; k 3 , p 6 ) S 2 , 2 ( k l , k 3 ; p 4 , p 5 ) 

XT 6(k^-U2) e((k£)o) d \ (10) 
*»i,2,3 

.v D is a well defined distribution (see Sect.7.1). From.the 6 -functions 
c v J 6 

contained in the kernels S„ .,, an overall 6-function <5 ( Z p. - £ o.) 
2,2 . , l . . j 
' 1=1 jsa J 

can again be extracted. The distribution d is no longer 
concentrated on L (G). It is on the other band (and this is a general 
feature) automatically concentrated on the phy&4.ccU. i>i.d<L of L (G), as 
it oust if it is to be the discontinuity of f : this is because the 
region defined (locally) from the Landau equations laiXhouX the. ioor 

zquationA (4) is precisely in general the physical side of L (G) ; d 
is therefore zero on the non physical side in view of the mass-shell 
5-functions 6(kj-y.) and of the conservation 6 functions contained 
in each S- 2* 

Discontinuity formulae of the type just described can be expected 
only for graphs G with only single lines, i.e. at most one line between 
any pair of vertices. Otherwise, they have to be modified either bv 
replacing some of the scattering functions associated with each vertex 
by appropriate analytic continuations (the simplest case is the dis-2 continuity around s • 4u in the two-body case : see Sect.7), or bv 
including on each set a of multiple lines a box S that represents , 

in a theory with only one mass u, the inverse in J*£ of the res
triction of S to the subspace >•£ of states with !af or more particles. 

o 

Note that ^ ^ t p coincides with the non connected kernel ^HSJ— of S 

for |ot| —2. (Hence the discontinuity zQzÇE- around s • 4u in the 
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two-body case is also equal to ) . This is no longer 

true for |a| > 2. The factor S arises from the general algebraic ana
lysis of [93. Its origin is easily seen on the example (given in Ch.ITI 

2 of [21]) of the discontinuity around the 3-oarticle threshold s =9;; 
in a two-body process (not to be confused with the total discontinuitv, 
equal to Z@&Z. • JQJÇE. , around s * 4u ) • In fact the unicarity 

2 equation reads in the region s < 16u : 

I©: - JÊt = =&& +3$3<£ (u) 

where the minus bubbles stand for connected kernels of -S =-S . The last 
2 term in the r.h.s. of (11) vanishes for s < 9y . If we then consider a 

2 minus ie analytic continuation of Eq.(II) around s • 9u , starting from 
2 2 (-) 

the region (4y ) < s < 9y , we obtain (since f is known by unitarity 
to be a minus ie boundary value) : 

The comparison of (11) and (12) shows that the discontinuity 
j©L " ̂ £X must be equal, after on-mass-sheli convolution on the right 
withj3z , to JESSE- • The solution D » Zï£Éë^+XL satisfies 
this condition since bv easv calculations : 

l££i££G>=B= = 3 2 © 3 3 € ^ (**> 

and since =£SJjEj_£p: i s the identity I- - in view of Che de f in i t i on 
-1 ' 

of S . 
a 

The discontinuity formula gives in princiole information on 
the nature of the singularity, at least if the structure of the "elercentar' 
bubbles occurring in D in the integration domain is already known : see 
Sect./ where the case of the triangle graph of examole b) is in oarticular 
treated (Sect.7.1). 
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A il Ftyn-f un l»(*l r<prrl<AtAt-'"> 

In cases such as examples a) b) for a 3 •* 3 orocess below the 
4-particle treshold (anJawav from Ai ooints), the scattering functions r * o 
associated with each vertex remain analytic in integration domains. One 
can then easily extract from d (see [36]) a "DIUS ie" nart d +, 
which is well defined locally modulo an analytic function through 

the decomposition theorems of essential sumjort or hvnerfunction 
theory , and is locally the plus ie boundary value of an analytic 
function. One has correspondingly : 

f « d + , (U) 

in the neighborhood of P, where « means modulo analytic backgrounds. 
In example a), d is merely the r.h.s. of (9). In examnle b), it can 
be shown that it coincides on the mass-shell t modulo analytic 
backgrounds » with the "G-convolutions" or "generalized Feynman integrals' 
that are well defined in axiomatic field theory (where the "bubbles" are 
not restricted to the mass-shell) with Feynman-like nrooagators rather 
than mass-shell <5-functions associated with each internal line : see 
[39,38]. Similar "generalized Feynman integrals" can also be defined 
locally, modulo analytic backgrounds, in terms of oure on-mass-shell 
scattering functions, by introducing off-shell extraoolations of these 
functions and appropriate cut-off factors off-the-raass-shell ; see 
e.g. [34].(The same analysis can also be made in the framework of 
essential support theory). 

In cases of graphs with multiole lines, the situation is more comnli-
cated, and a local reoresentation of f mav involve an infinite number of 
Feynman-like contributions, as aooears e.2. in the simplified model of 
the 3-particle threshold in a 3 -* 3 process treated in [41] : see Sect.7 

2. J. The_3_^_3_S-mat r ix_be jL ow_ t he_f our^nart ic 1 e_ t hr e s ho J. d 

Let us consider the 3 * 3 S-matrix, in a theory with only one tyne 
of particle of mass y > 0, and restrict our attention to the region 

8 - {p-(p r...,p 6),p € M, (3y)2< s<(4u) 2, o l M } (15) 
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In that region, one encounters exactly 18+a-Landau surfaces L (G a), 
which are all real analytic codimension one surfaces : 9 are associated 

with the graphs '^J^CT' » *-**»2»3, j=^,5,6 and 9 with trianele 

graphs . The local structure of f at ooints P chat lie 

on only one of these surfaces has been studied it Sect.2.3. 
One encounters, however, also situations such as those shown in Fig. 4b), 
4c) (e.g. in the latter case all points P such that pi* P6» P2* P4'^3* P5 
already »entt.nij i n Sect.2.2). The 18 surfaces L (G^) are not "related" 
at any point in the region considered. We shall in this section admit 
on heuristic bases that f is in the whole region R a turn of corresoondine 
terms d 0 ^ ; P.* 

f - I V 0«> 
where at means again modulo analytic backgrounds in R. The d- have been 
already introduced locally, but they can be defined in the same way in 
the whole region R from the respective discontinuities d. along L (Ga) : 

they are uniquely defined modulo analytic backgrounds in R, each d q being 
+ + ' , T 

analytic in R outside L (Gg) and being along L (G,J a corresponding 
"plus ie" boundary value : see [36], They again coincide (on the mass-shell, 
modulo analytic backgrounds) with the G-convolutions or generalized 
Feynman integrals of field theory. We write correspondingly (16) in the 
form : 

32= - £ =&&' - £ , ^ 5 E . c^ 

where the plus signs above each internal line refer to Feynman-like 
propagators. 

r 11 
Formula (16) can be derived from, and is in fact equivalent in 

R to macrocausality and macrocausal factorization (Sect.3). It has been 
[36] derived on the other hand in S-matrix theory from refined macrocau-

sality and unitarity (plus the no sorout assumption) : see Sect.5, and 
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[38 39î in field theory ' up to some technical limitations : see Sect.6, 
related results being given in the lectures by 3ros. 

Note : internal lines refer in general in S-matrix theorv to mass-
shell ô-functions, whereas they usually refer in field theorv (e.?. in 
the lectures by Bros and in [38]) to Feynman-1 ike propagators : formulae 
such as (17) are then written without + signs above the internal lines. 

3. MACROCAUSALITY, MACROCAUSAL FACTORIZATION AND PHYSICAL-REfilQN ANALYTIC 
STRUCTURE 

3.1. Macrocausality, +q-Landau singularities and plus ie rules 
Being given a physical process tn •* m', let us consider initial 

and final wave functions «a and space-time translation vectors a, which 
(a£) K 

transform each to. into «0/ K : 
(a.) ~iDv'^ 

\ <»k> - W ' • 

H e r e» \ ' \ * ̂ k^o^^o " pk,ak w h e r e (*\J a n d \ a r e c n e c i m e a n d 

space components of a. 

If the vectors a, are chosen to be equal within various suberou^s !< 
of initial and final particles, a general cluster nronerty in snace-cime 
asserts the factorization of the transition probability W into the oroducc 
of the partial transition probabilities W„ : 

W - IT W - 0 (18) 
K K 

in the limit when all |a -a^,| * • , K i K', [a! - a + a" . 

The factorization property (18) is eauivalent t o a corresnonains 
property on transition amplitudes (without phases), the latter beine in 
turn equivalent (see also Ch.I of [1]) to the decrease at infinitv 
of the connected amplitude S c(fo£* k'}) whenever one or more [a —a. , f - », 



and to the corresponding cluster property in aonentua soace : the con
nected S-matrix kernel S ,(o,,—,D ,) contains no Dartial enerzv-

tn,m I nt*m 
momentum conservation 6-function between subgroups of particles. N'o 
further information on regularity or analyticity orooerties of scatterine 
functions is obtained, this being due to the absence of information on 
the rate of ail-off in (18) : as discussed in detail in Ch.I o f [I], a 
strong rate of fall off cannot be expected in general because ^articles 
are not necessarily localized in space-time in a sufficiently sharp 
way, even in an asymptotic sense, and because the various suberouos K 
can still be linked by causal effects (such as real stable intermediate 
particles and 1 priori possibly others), in the limit when the ia^-a^j j-*» 
This may occur even though the a_-a_, are soace-like (e.g. (a..) * 0,VK : 
even in the best case particles cannot be localized in approximately 
bounded space-time regions, but will "occupy" full velocity cones or 
space-time trajectories). 

Macrocausality will.be a sharper cluster property in snace-time 
according to which the rate of fall off in (18) is exponential (in a 
well defined sense) under, appropriate conditions. To obtain sharp 
localization properties in space-time of the particles, modulo exoonential 
fall-off, it is convenient to put a. » TU. for each k, where ~ will be 
the parameter that will tend to infinity, and to consider gaussian-type 
displaced wave functions, with widths shrinking with T , of the form 

(Pk,u ) -yr(ok-P.) -i"P v-u k 

C (V-X kK>e * (19) 
where P, is a given on-mass-shell energy-momentum, y. is locallv analvtic 
at P. and Y > 0. When T -*• *» , it can then be shown that the narticle 
with wave function (19) is asymototically localized, in a soace-time tt-..-•-/< 
o*U iyitcm scaled to T (i.e. each x is replaced by X / T ) , along the 
classical trajectory (? k»u,) parallel to P. and oassine throuzh u, 
(see Fig.6) modulo well specified exponential fall-off Properties. 

tirnt 

F,* <T 
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ri«i [i«,uî 
This result* is the analogue of a orevious one accord mc 

to which a particle with wave function X k' Dj.)* "" * ^ , -here v^ is 
C (infinitely diffcrentiablc) and has a (snail) supoort around Pk,is 
asymptotically localized, in the above scaled coordinate s-.-stea, in 
Che velocity cone V. U k composed of all trajectories (o.̂ .u, ) .o.̂  € suanort 
of xk» «odulo XOpld fall off properties (i.e. faster than any inverse 
power) outside V* U* . The rapidity of this fall off cones (by Fourier 
transform) from the C character of x k- Kowver. this result is not 
esaily extended to get exponential fall off because any function y 
with compact support has at least C singularities on the boundary of 
its support- even Chough it is analytic inside the latter : these sin
gularities will produce by Fourier transform raoid, not exponential fall 
off. The presence of che gaussian factor e ̂ ^"k * in (19) allows one 
to get exponential fall off with T (with a rate at least oroportionai 
to y for small y) outside the trajectory (Pfc»»0 whenever /. is locallv 
analytic at P.. This type of property is also at the basis of the 
further results described below on the links between macrocausal and 
analyticity properties and of the developments of essential support 
theory. 

fiacrtocau&aJLLttf is, in its most simple form, the assertion (awav 
from M DOints P) that the transition orobabilitv between the wave 

o -
functions (19) should fall off exponentially in the T -»• <» limit 
(with again a rate of fall off at least proportional to v for small v) 
if u « {u. } is not "causal" at P « {p, }, i.e. if the initial and final 
particles cannot be linked causally via a network of intermediate real 
stable particles, • if there exists no classical multiple scattering 
diagram P+(P,u) with initial and final trajectories (P.,u, ). This 
assertion corresponds physicallv to the orevious asymototic localization 
properties of the particles and to the idea of short-range ot interactions 
(* all effects of transfer of energy-momentum that cannot be associated 
with stable real particles fall off exponentially with distance, hence 
with T). It excludes implicitly à la Martin pathologies (« infinite 
number of unstable particles with arbitrarily small widths, which would 
produce arbitrarily small rates of exponential fall off). 
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An example of a diagram V i s shown in Fig.7 

space 
time 

with K.,K«,K_ on mass-shell, energy-momentum conservation at each vertex, 
and c-a » «jK., c-b - 04K3. b-a * a 2K 2, a. .atj.a- > 0. A somewhat stronger 
statement of macrocausality is the assartion that the transition proba
bility should factorize into the product of partial W (modulo exponential 
fall-off properties) if there is a V (P,u) but at most composed of ctU-

COnnzttzd parts linking together the initial and final trajectories of 
various subgroups K. (Note that the u. need not here coincide within 

[191 each subgroup K). It can be shown that this latter property is in 
turn equivalent (apart from exceptional cases) to the assertion that 
the connected amplitude between the wave functions (19) falls off expo
nentially (with again a rate at least proportional to Y for small Y) 
if there exists no connzctld P +(P,u). 

Analyticity properties of scattering functions [i8,2l] 

If P is not a +a-Landau point of a connected graph , then by 
definition of the +a-Landau surfaces (see Sect.2), one checks easilv, 
as first explicitly noticed in [11], that there exists no non trivial 
P+(P,u)(P+ is trivial if it includes no internal line, all initial 
and final trajectories meeting at a common point in space-time). It 
is then proved that macrocausality at P (in its last form") is equivalent 
to the local analyticity of the scattering function f at P. 

If P belongs to only one surface L (G) of a connected graph G, 
which is locally a real analytic codiraension one surface, then one 
checks that there exists one, and only one, non trivial V , whose 
topological structure is G, modulo global space-time translations, and 
dilations by > 0 coefficients. Equivaleutly there is only one non trivial 



causal u at P modulo addition of trivial ones and multiolication of 
all u. by a common p > 0 ; u is trivial at P if it is of the form 
u, m A, P,+a, where A, is an arbitrary real scalar and a is indenendent 
of k. (Addition of A, P. does not change the trajectory k and addition 
of a amounts to a global translation of all trajectories together). A 
set u • {u, } thus defined modulo addition of trivial sets at P, which 
is equivalent to a configuration of trajectories (P,,u ) modulo global 
space-time translations, defines a t>oint in the cctangznt àvacz T M 
at P to the physical region manifold ,'' (= the dual soace of the tan
gent space T J ) , if the scalar product <o,u> of ooints r> * (n. } and 

P../ . ^ 
u • {u, } in R m is defined by : L u k 

<P,u> - J e k p k.u k (20) 
k 

e. * -1 if k is initial, e, * +1 if k is final. Indeed the gradients 
2 2 / 

at P of the functions p - u. and-'(Ip.-Ep.) ,u » Ù, 1,2 ,.. . ,v-l( whose 
vanishing defines M in K /are the vectors A, P. and a. The cauAaZ 

(LUiZttion u (P;G) is the direction defined in T M by the causal u at P. 
It is then proved that macrocausality at P is eouivalent to the olus is: 
rule at P described in Sect.2. 

If P is a non M point that lies on several +cc-Landau surfaces, o 
the set of causal directions at P is the union of those associated with 
each set of related surfaces involved at P. For each set of related 
surfaces, the causal directions are those of a closed convex salient 
cone (which does not reduce in general to a single direction) and the 
plus ie directions are those of the dual cone. The nlus ie rules of 
Sect.2 are then again equivalent to macrocausalitv. 

At A4 points P, the statement of macrocausalitv reouires a somewhat o 
more detailed analysis. It is unchanged (aoart from exceotional situaticns'! 
if vertices "at infinity in some direction are admitted in the definition 
of the diagrams V+ : at such a vertex, the trajectories of the incomins 
and outgoing trajectories must be all narallel, but need not coincide. 
Following ideas of [23], they are still reouired to satisfy a law of 
"angular momentum conservation" • an example is shown in Fig.8 for a 
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vertex involving two incoming and two outgoing equal-mass Darticles 1,2 

In the neighborhood of M ooints, macrocausality entails by itself 
no simple analyticity oroperty of f, the situation being imnroved if one 
relaxes, as in field theory (seeA^ect.6)^the mass-shell constraints. 

Rttnjrk I t t the in J v fS 

We conclude this subsection with the following statement of macro-
causality (in its last form on connected amplitudes) which covers all 
cases treated above and directly follows ' , in terms of the notion 
of essential support, from the very definition of the latter and some 
technical considerations. An analogous "micro-analyticity postulate" 
in terms of the notion of singular soectrum of hvnerfunction theory 
(see Appendix) was proposed independently in [22] and by M. Sato. As . 
already mentioned in the Introduction, the essential suonort and singular 
spectrum coincide, 

Macrocausalitv 
The set of singular directions of S , resp. of the scattering 

function f, at any physical region Doint P is contained in the set of 
causal directions corresponding to configurations of external trajectories 
of connected diagrams V with external enerev-moraenta P., rest), to 

relative configurations of t*ttrni\ trjjeittrir\{m defined :nodulo global 

3.2. Maçroçausal_factoriz§tioni_discon£inuitv_formulae_and related 
results "* " 

[19 ^21 Macrocausal factorization ' applies to the causal case, i.e. 
when there exists one (or more) P +(P,u). If there is only one V (P,u), 
or several P^(P,u) that can be obtained from ? unique V by reolacine 
(when possible) certain interactions at certain vertices by no interaction 
or by several subinteractions (see [2]), and if there is no set of more 
than one line between any pair of vertices, it says (apart from exceptional 
cases ! see [2]) that the transition amplitude between 
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the wave functions (19) is eaual, modulo exponential fall off in the 
T •*• °° limit (in •! neighbor!.»• u-«* of u and in the same sense as before), 
to the integral, over all possible real intermediate states, of a oro-
duct of scattering amplitudes associated with each vertex of 2 +. If P + 

is e.g. the diagram of Fig.7, then this integral is the action of D^n" 
between the wave functions under consideration, where : 

is defined in the same way as D in (10), except that the olus boxes 
represent non connected S-raatrices. 

If V includes sets a of multiple lines, a box S is to be inserted + at 
on each set (see definition in Sect.2). Finally if there is more that, one V^ 

(apart from trivial changes, such as insertion of new vertices on sets of 
multiple lines), a sum of corresponding contributions is to be considered. 

In usual cases, such as those of Sect.2.3., this factorization nrooertv 
yields a similar property for the connected amplitude, in which the kernels 
associated with each vertex are replaced by connected S-matrices 
and in which there is now one tern for each possible connected diagram. 
The cases, e.g. those of Sect.2.3, where this last result annlies include 
non trivial ones in which S, , or the kernels S- 2 ' do n o ^ coincide with 
c S- _ , or with the kernels S£ 2 in the whole integration domain. The 
result for the connecte 
fur* is only one term D 
result for the connected amplitude may involve several terms D 0, even <r 

.(n.c.) 

The previous statements, when they hold, are again readily expressed 
in terms of essential support nroperties (and hence again eouivalentlv 
of singular spectrum properties), called also "microlocal discontinuitv 
formulae". If u + denotes the direction defined in T M by u, then : 

û + € ES p (s - d ( n ' c ) ) (22) 

resp. ' û + t ES p (f - d) (23) 
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where d C ' in (22), reso. d in (23), is possibly to be replaced h" 
a sum of corresponding terms, as described previously. 

A la Cutkosky discontinuity formulae 

We finally explain how the usual discontinuity formula of Sect.2 
follows in simple cases, e.g. those of Sect.2.3. from the above "micro-
local" statements. In such cases, ES_(d) is known (e.g. through the 
application of the structure theorem : see Sect.^) to be composed at 
most of G (P;G) and of the opposite direction u_ (P;G). This result 
combined with macrocausality (û is the only singular direction at P 
of f) and macrocausal factorization (û ? ES (f-d)) shows that u_(t>;0) 
is the only singular direction of f-d. Hence f-d is locally the mjjvuH, is 
boundary value f of an analytic function f . Since d=0 on the non 
physical side of L (G), f »f there. Hence f appears explicitly 
to be a minus ie analytic continuation of f and d appears explicitly 
to be the discontinuity f-f of f. Q.E.D. 

The equivalence in the region K of Sect.2.3 of macrocausality and 
macrocausal factorization with the decomposition (16) is oroved also by 
simple arguments of essential support theory : see [2] (or similar 
ones of hyperfunction theory). 

Remark - In certain two-dimensional space-time models, macrocausality 
and macrocausal factorization yield a factorization orooertv of the 
multiparticle momentum-space S matrix itself into a oroduct of two-body 
S-matrices (see [46]). This is due to very special features occurrina 
in dimension I, which make possible (and natural) t K.i factorization 
property. In dimension > 2, similar results are not consistent with the 
general structure of the S-matrix that has been described : macrocausal 
factorization is a factorization property, not of the S-matrix itself, 
but of transition amplitudes between displaced wave functions, and the 
factorization that takes place (in causal cases) crucially depends on 
the way particles are displaced from each other. 
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4. THE ANALYTIC S-MATRIX THEORY OF THE SIXTIES AND RELATED RFSULTS 
OF THE FIRST PART OF THE SEVENTIES 

fhe analytic S-matrix theory of the sixties is based on Chew's 
principle of maximal analyticity. Although the works carried out at 
that time mix the two problems, they can be divided into two categories. 
The first one is concerned with the derivation of the plfWiA.taZ-X2.aion 

analytic structure of the multiparticle S-matrix. The second one, which 
we shall briefly discuss first, makes use of the knowledge of the 
physical region structure to derive properties such as crossing, the 
spin-statistics theorem, hennitean analyticity and "extended" unitarity 
(which state relations analogous to unitarity but involving analytic 
continuations of scattering functions), TCP, ... see [7,49,50], a general 
presentation being given in Ch. IV of [ll . These derivations are 
based on the assumption that scattering functions can be analytically 
continued away from the physical-region :n the 

most simple way one may imagine, and on the ohysical-region discontinuity 
formulae and related results, including in particular the oole structure 
(9) and corresponding expressions of scattering functions as products of 
poles, with residues factorizing again into a oroduct of scattering 
functions associated with each vertex in the case of tree granhs with 
fhort than en* ir»t«r/ul line. 

To discuss e.g. crossing, it is convenient to use, as in field cheorv, 
notations in which energy-momentum conservation for each given orocess 

m+m' 
reads £ p, «0, the energies (p, ) being > 0 if k is initial 

and < 0 if k is final. The ohysical regions of various "crossed" nrocesses 
are then various disconnected real oarts of the ccmnlzx mass-shell manifold 
M » {(p.,...,p ) all p, complex, p. • u. , Vk-l,...,n , ) o, - 0}, 
corresponding to various values of m,m' satisfying m+m'»n. Each scattering 
function f f is known (phvsical-region structure) to be the boundarv m,o 
value in its physical region of an analvtic function f , (see Sect.2), 

Clo&6i.ng is the assertion that there is a unique, analvtic function f_ , 
defined in a domain of the complex mass-shell, with which all functions 
f , of crossed processes coincide. This is established in the S-matrix 

http://plfWiA.taZ-X2.aion
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approach by "embedding" the scattering functions under consideration 
in higher order processes in a way such that they apoear as various 
factors in the residues of various physical-region pole-singularities 
of the latter. The "simplicity" assumptions on analytic concinuation 
upon which these proofs rely are, however, different to control and 
they should rather be considered as interesting heuristic ar^unenCs. 
There has been no basic progress on thîs problem since the sixties 
and we shall thus not discuss it in more detail here. 

The remainder of this section is now devoted to the first oart, 
i.e. the derivation of the phvsical-region structure. In the tradi-

[7-9] tional approaches , this is done in the following steos : 

a) It is first argued that "maximal analyticity", when applied 
to the physical region, should provide analyticity outside Landau 
surfaces of connected graphs . This is because eauacions derived from 

-1 -r unitarity (SS • SS' - 1) and from the decomposition of the S-matrix 
into its connected parts involve relations(see e.g. Ea.(25) below) 
between connected kernels of S and S »S' and other "bubble diagram 
functions" (• on-mass-shell convolution integrals whose bubbles are 
connected kernels of S or S ). Singularities of the latter may à 
priori arise from the integration procedure. By considering the set 
of all these equations, it is argued that singularities of the S-tnatrix 
should be at most those generated in that way, i.e. the only singu
larities should be those of pha&e.-6pCLC.Z iyitZQKcdLb (» integrals associated 
with multiple scattering graphs, with constants times conservation 
5-functions at each vertex and mass-shell 5-functions, rather Chan 
Feynman propagators, for each internal line). 

Remark - Although the singularities of ohase-space integrals are 
contained in the Landau surfaces (defined in Sect.2.1), this scacement 
as it stands li mf cf much interest because some Landau "surfaces" cover 
the entire physical region. This is e.g. the case for the sraoh 
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in a 3 -*• 3 (equal-mass) process : being Riven any Dhysical-reeion 
point p * (p,,...,D,), there always exist on-mass-shell energv-raomenta 

I ' D 
k.,...,k_ for the internal lines 1,...,5 such that k.=k_=k-=k,, 
k.+k-+k_ » Y p.. It is then sufficient to choose a1=a_=-aT=-ct. (^0), 1 2 5 .**, l I Z 3 4 i«l 
a, "P. To extract actual information frcm the idea explained above 
of maximal analyticity, a more refined analysis of the singular:^:e<; 
of phase-space integrals is needed. This is non trivial because one 
already encounters in this study the "u»P" problem. The general studv 
of phase-space integrals carried out recently in [33] shows that their 
singularities are restricted to codimension one modified Landau surfaces. 
For simplicity, we still speak below of "Landau surfaces"— 

The idea of maximal analyticity is interpreted as providing moreover 
the existence of an analytic continuation of scattering functions from 
one side of a singularity surface to the other side. Some non complete 
arguments of internal consistency"lead to postulate that, at least 
along the +a-Landau surfaces, the rule of analytic continuation is always 
the plus ie rule. 

An alternative way of getting rid of the orevious difficulty con
cerning Landau surfaces and to establish in the same time general plus 
ie rules is to make recourse to macrocausality (see Sect.3.1) which 
provides moreover analyticity outside the +a-parts of the Landau surfaces. 
This is done e.g. in .[9]. (In the soirit of "maximal analyticity", macro-
causality is used there only to comolement orevious arguments). 

b) The important part of the orogram is then to derive the detailed 
structure at +a-Landau points in the form of the disconcinuicv formulae 
and related results (and to show analvticity alone the "tnixed-ct" parts 
of the Landau surfaces, if the latter has not been assumed). 

To that purpose, one considers unitarity equations in the neigh
borhood of a given +a-Landau surface L (G), and one tries to extract 
information on the scattering function f considered from the analysis 
of the various terms involved : see illustration below. The methods of 

[7 8] the Cambridge group ' and of [9] are somewhat different, but the 
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general idea is the same. The Cambridge group starts from unitaritv 
equations as they hold on the physical side of L (G) and compares 
them with minus ie analytic continuations of the eauation that holds 
on the non physical side. The method of [9] consists in first usine 
repeated applications of unitarity to transform the original unitaritv 
equations into eauations of the form : 

D • J other bubble 
diagram functions 

(24) 

where ^Jj^ i* as before the connected S-matrix kernel of the Drocess 
and D is the bubble diagram function associated with the graph G consi
dered (e.g. the r.h.s. of (10) in the case of the triangle graoh of 
Sect.2.2). The term d will then appear explicitly as the discontinuity 
f-f of f if one can prove that the last sum in the r.h.s. of (24) is 
in the neighborhood of P the boundary value of an analytic function from 
minus ie directions (after factorization of overall conservation 5-functiom 
this follows easily from the fact that d«0 on the non physical side of 
L (6) and that f is itself a plus i£ boundary value. 

In order to illustrate these methods and the crucial difficulties 

encountered, we consider the simple case of the graph u> ; i y * ^ x f , . 

in a 3 •* 3 process, for a theory with only one type of particle. We 
2 2 

moreover restrict our attention to the region s < (4u) (S*(D,+P_+P.,) ). 
The unitarity equation in that region, directlv derived from SS~'aI and 
decompositions of S« -, (S ), - into connected parts, is : 

' • z 
i * 1.24 i » 1.2.3 

J ' :\) 

where the plus and minus bubbles stand for connected kernels of S and -S -I 
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All terms involved contain an overall energy-momentum conservation 
6-function. The analyticity properties of interest below refer to the 
distributions obtained in the physical region after factorizing out 
these 6-functions. By an abuse of lanpuaee, we shall still write them 
diagrammatically in the same way. 

Olive's proof " (unfortunately not correct : see below) 
In the r.h.s. of (25), one encounters one term, namel " ,5Ëâ 

which is explicitly singular along L (G) (and in fact contains a 
2 2 6-function singularity 5(k -u ) on that surface, k * D J + O J - 0 ^ * ^ n e 

term j r h ^ and hence also the term ^£b@Z are along L (C) 

plus ie boundary values. Let H be the sum of all other terms in the 
r.h.s. of (25). It is claimed in [7] that these terms are either ana
lytic or minus ie boundary values-(like -^)E ) along L (G). Let us 
then rewrite (25) in the form : 

Uc) 
2 2 •»• 

On the non physical side (k < q ) of L (G), the last term in 
the r.h.s. is absent. By a minus ie analytic continuation around L (G), 

' • 2 2 
(starting from the region k < y ) , one thus obtains : 

* H (27) 

, W being unchanged since it was asserted (see above) co be a minus ie 
boundary value. 

Substracting (27) from (26), "multiolyinK" on the right both sides 
<r 

of the equation obtained by :ZZ + 2%£jZ (in the sense of on-mass-she 1 : 
convolutions, zz. being the kernel of the identitv) and usine two-
particle unitarity below the 3-particle threshold ( 3£P " - 5 S - r ^G^Œ-J, 

one gets in a simple way : 

which is the desired discontinuity formula. $ £ P 
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A slightly different oroof , based on the same assertion on H, ca/i c"A« 
% 

be t'irtii : multiplication on the right by — *• zl+n^- * s r n a d e 

direct ly on Eq.(26) , thus giving 

r [H*3SE3§= 4 ] + 3ES55E4 ^ ) 

• tf H is along L (G) a minus ie boundary value, the 

same result follows for jQj~@Z ' H e n c e / ^ t ^ - anoears 
explicitly as the discontinuity, as explained below Eq.(24). This oroof, 
given in [21,51], has Che advantage that the existence of the minus ie 

continuation of 3 ^ D ^ around L (G) (from the region k < y ) needs 

not be assumed, but is itself established as a byproduct. 

It has, however, been recognized recently, as exnlained in detail 
in [35],that Olive's original assertion according to which the terms 
occurring in H are analytic or minus ie boundary values along L (G) is 
crucially non correct : several of Che terms involved, such as 5£t£^2: 
can definitely not be expected to be analytic or minus ie boundary 
values at various points of L (G). And even if Olive's assertion was 
proved at some point P of L (G), this would not be sufficient to prove 
the discontinuity formula near P : in order to carrv out the last steo, 
Eq. (27) is needed not only at P but also at all ooints o » (P.,.. .P,, P/, "?;) 
with Pj'.JV on mass-shell, f$V?/s^r P < t since these ooints occur in inte-
gration domains after multiplication on the right by ZJQCL • Sut 
whatever P is, a term such 3^JB^c. cannot be expected to be 

analytic or a minus ie boundary value at those ooints p such chat 
Pj - P~,Pç*?.+?2~?^- A related comment applies to the second nroof : 

some terms occurring in ^Hjjgjl , such as 5@E{3£ifc cannot 

be expected to be analytic or minus ie boundarv values at any ooint or l""^ 

Although several of the individual terms in H do 
not satisfy Olive's assertion, one may try to make the oroof correct 
by showing that the sum H itself of these various terms, or H • d ^ C t > 
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is a minus ie boundary value. This cannot be expected for H itself, 
but it can be expected, and will precisely be on.Cvzd >n Sect.5.2^ 
for a modified sum (in which the bubble 3 j ^ i" t n e t w o ternis of 

the l.h.s. of (26) is replaced by the contribution F^ ^ to 

associated with the surface L (G) ) , a*<L 

also for H + .^H^gfc (at points P lying on no other •ot-Landau 

surface). 

To understand the problems, the preliminary study of the analyticity 
properties of bubble diagram functions is needed. The analyticity pro
perties assumed for each bubble have been described in oaragraoh a). 
The scattering functions f associated with minus bubbles satisfy, 

—1 * by a direct use of unitarity (S - S ) , minus ie rules at +a-Landau 
points (and are analytic outside Landau, or +a-Landau) surfaces. In 

[49 7-9] 
the methods used in the sixties ... ' , one tries to establish ana
lyticity domains of the bubble diagram functions (with resoect to 
the external variables, on the complex mass-shell, on which they deoend) 
by eliminating all 6-functions in the integrand and by considering 
distortions of the (real) integration domain in comolex space, in a 
way such that the individual functions associated with each bubble b 
all remain in their analyticity domain. A first difficulty apnears 
because one always encounters in integration domains (even in the simules: 
cases) values of the internal on-mass-shell energy-momenta corresnondine 
to points where some of the individual f. or f. are no longer boundary 

D O 
values of analytic functions. This difficulty, which was ignored in the 
works of the Cambridge group, is rr«*t<W in [9] by an ad hoc technical 
assumption stated there in a more or less orecise way ( natchine 
assumption ). It *as overcome in the first part of the seventies bv-che 
methods of essential support theory (described in the Apoendix-Sect.I), 
or of hyperfunction theory, in which this assumption is no loneer needed. 
They provide a uj*0 structure theorem (first proved in [30], and in a 
completely similar way in the framework of hynerfunction theorv in [23]^. 
which is a more precise and somewhat more general formulation of 
previous statements of [49,8,9] and in particular of the idea that 
singularities are associated with space-tin:. Landau diagrams. 
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still gives no information at "u*0" ooints :t»«s 
second difficulty is a general aspect of the fact that the aethoH ore-
viously outlined, based on distortions of contours in comolex space, 
gives 2 priori no result if there exists no distorted contour such chat 
all individual functions f. or f. remain analvtic. As recoer.ized 

—o —o 
recently, u«0 points, far from being exceotional, cover in somes cases, 
e.g. for the term 3(*}lQz i the entire physical resion (see Sect.5.1). 
The wK) structure theorem will however, be sufficient for the ourooses 
of the present section. 

[301 ujK) Structure theorem 

Let F- be the bubble diagram function associated with a bubble 
diagram B, with F_ • f_ * 5 (IO.-ID.)- We shall denote here en the other 

S B 1.. J ' 
hand, by F. * f. X6((rp.-Ep.). ) the corresponding distributions associated 

' D o 1 J D 
with the various plus or minus bubbles b. A diagram £. will be a collection 
of subdiagrams £. (associated with each bubble b) that "fit together", tun 

£. is a configuration of space*time trajectories,associated with the 
incoming and outgoing lines «I-£ ' ^ corresponding to a point in the essential 
support of F. at the point P. representing the set of energy-momenta sr 

tkeit trajectories . The diagrams £. "fit together" if the trajectories 
associated in £.. , C. with a common internal line of B joining b. 
and b- coincide : these trajectories are then identified as a common 
internal trajectory of £_. Finally P is a u«0 pcV c f B if there exists 
a "u«0" diagram t- whose all internal trajectories oass through a ccssnon 
point, while some internal trajectories do not oass through this Doir.c. The association of ooints in che essential suooort of F a or 7. 
(resp. of f_ or f.), with configurations (reso. relative configurations) 
of external trajectories of B or of b, is made in the way alreadv 
explained in Sect.3.I. 

The general u»*0 structure theorem says this : if P - {P. ; is 
not a u«0 point of B, theîïvfne only possible singular directions of 
F_, resp. of f_, at P arc those associated with the configurations, 
resp. relative configurations,of external trajectories of diagrams £_ 

' 5 
with external energy-momenta P. . 
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In the cases under consideration, the £ f a are by virtue of nacro-
causality configurations of external trajectories of diagrams V^ vhich 
are classical diagrams if b is a plus bubble, or oDposite diagrams is b 
is a minus bubble. Hence the diagracs fcg are diagrams V^ with internal 
lines which are either the internal lines of subdiagrams ^ o r c h « 
original internal lines associated with the internal lines of 3. The ijs 
associated with the internal lines I as in Sect.3.1 «re positive, 
resp. negative, if I is the internal line of a subdiagram V^ and if b 
is a olus bubble, resp. a minus bubble. They are arbitrary (and can 
in particular be equal to zero) for the original internal lines.(They 
can be infinite if vertices at infinity are involved). 

Assumption of mixed-q cancellation or of separation of singularities 
in unitarity equations. 

The difficulties that have been mentioned.in Olive's proof are 
already present, independently of the u«0 oroblem. As a matter of fact, 
the configurations of external trajectories of several mixed-a. diagrams 
0. (* diagrams with both positive and negative a.) coincide with the 
configurations of external trajectories of the causal diagrams V at 
various points P of L (C). Hence u (P;G) is expected to be a singular 
direction of the corresponding f at these points, whereas the onlv 

o 
singular direction should be the opposite direction G_(P;G) if these f_ 
were minus ie boundary values. This fact also prevents one from using 
in a simple way general results of essential suooort theory (or hvtser-
function theory) which are general versions of edge-of-the-wedge theorems 
(see Appendix). A more refined analysis will then be needed : see Sect.5.2 

All difficulties including also the u=C problem have been created 
in [9] through the idea, and a corresponding ad hoc assurant ion of "-ixec—. 
cancellation", that singularities associated with Landau diaerar.s vir-
basr'cally different topological structures should be "independent". 
(The crucial role played by this assumption was recognized only more 
recently). Coming back to (24), it apoears that all oossible 
singularities of the terms in the last sun arc associated with mixed—3 zr 



negative-a diagrams, whereas the terms ^+J£- a m * ^ involve no 

mixed-ct diagram. This is seen in a particularly simple way on Che 
example of Eq.(29). "Mixed-a cancellation" thus entails that the 
mixed-a diagrams can be ignored : the singularities they may produce 
must cancel among themselves since the singularities ot e(l>tr terms in (24) 
are associated with diagrams with different structures. T̂ c it,» X •> ' > , t n £«!'"> 

s&t+iTa minus ie boundary value at P and the discontinuity formula follows, 
as has been explained below (24). 

The analysis of [9] and the somewhat more satisfactory and general 
analysis of the seventies that has completed it anoly to general graphs 
with only single lines. In the case of graphs with multiple lines, they 
also provide the desired results, involving the boxes S : the derivation 
makes use, however, in general of infinite series and is of a formal nature. 

"Separation of singularities in unitarity equations" according 
to the structure of the Landau diagrams involved has been formulated 
in a general way in [32,23]. It has no â priori basis (and is not a 
consequence of the general "edge-of-the-wedge" results of essential 
support or hyperfunction theory). As mentioned in the Introduction, 
it is, however, believed to hold and has been converselv derived in 

[31 31] 
a number of cases ' from the discontinuity, or microlocal discon
tinuity formulae. It will be proved directly in Sect.5.2 for the 3-3 
S-matrix below the 4-particle threshold in relevant cases. 

Remark - "Separation of singularities" will correspond in general to 
the fact that the ncutuAZ of the singularities should be different if 
they correspond to diagrams with different structures. (For instance 
two plus ie boundary values of analytic functions that would correspond 
to a pole-singularity and to a branch point cannot cancel each other-». 
Note, however, that this independence can also be expected in cases, 
where the nature of the singularities will turn out to be the same. 
E.g. in space-time dimension 2, the singularities arising rcr r 
from the four connected +a-diagrams 

» 
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where the notation • inttîcatci that a vertex may be Dresent or not 
(= diagrams whose topological structure is a triangle or a granh with 
one internal line), all coincide in momentum-snace with the surface 
Pi~Pc» p2=p-, P3*PA» t n e singular (« causal) direction is the same at 
any point of that surface and the nature of the singularitv (= a Dole) 
is also the same (see Sect-7.1). Thev are, however, still exnected to 

» 
have independent cancellations with other terms in the u n i t a r i t v 
equation. 

5. S-MATRIX THEORY : RECENT RESULTS 

5.1 . The_u=0_groblem 

The first difficulty one encounters if "seoaration of singularies" 
is not assumed is the u»0 problem already mentioned. Beins rçiven e.ç. 

the term and any physical region Doint P»(P.,... ,P,), there 

always exist u-0 diagrams P_ obtained by putting together subdiagrams V, 

V. associated with each bubble : the subdiagrao V, may be for instance 
that shown in Fig.9a, or if P is above the four-uarticle threshold, that 
shown in Fig.9b. The diagram V^ has in each case the sane internal 
trajectories (1),(2),(3), and has outgoing trajectories 4,5,6 oassing 

through the origin, m the second case, P̂ _ has the same two 
vertices : (2)(3) meet, give three internal intermediate narticles that 
travel together backward in time to the origin, where they meet (1). 

Eig-JL 
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The works carried out either in essential support theory or in 
hyperfunction theory show clearly that no result on analvticitv oToptrtiei 
can be obtained at u«0 points P if one starts only from the essential 
support, or singular spectrum, property associated with macrocausality 
(and unitarity) for the individual bubbles. The problem is treated in 
[25] on the basis of a regularity property R (see Appendix) on the 
connected S-matrix, which corresponds physically to a refined form of 
macrocausality, as briefly explained below on an example. The u=0 
theorem proved in [25] is similar to the u#) structure theorem of 
Sect.4, except that certain limiting procedures have to considered in 
general• 

Property R gives information on the wav rates of exponential fall 
off tend to zero when causal directions are approached. Let us in fact 
consider a set of directions that are all non causal at P and 
at all points p in a neighborhoods SI of P of width a, but approach a 
causal direction. A simple example of such a set is obtained bv consi
dering a causal diagram, e.g. that cf Fig.10a), and bv "opening" one 
of its vertices (Pig.lOb)) in a way such that trajectories 1,2,4 do not 
r*ttk. 

Ir the second vertex is taken to infinity, the directions û 
defined by the configurations of external trajectories of the diagrams 
of Fig.10b) are all non causal, but tend to the causal direction û 
defined by the diagram of Fig.lûa). 

Macrocausality and general results of essential support theorv 
ensure exponential fall-off factors e a Y for all directions of such 
a set, with the same uniform a > 0 and for all y > 0 sufficientlv small, 
The maxima Lvalue of y depends, however, on the position of the second 
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vertex. The main content of property R is that it is at least nronortional 
to the distance to the essential suoDort, which in the above example 
remains constant and corresponds in fact to the opening of the first 
vertex. This means physically that one always keeos the exoonential 
fall off properties arising from the uniform opening of that vertex. 

To give some idea of the content of property R in terms of analvticitv 
properties, let us consider for simplicity a point P of a smooth co-
dimension one surface L (G). Macrocausality is then equivalent at P 
to the plus ie rule. By definition, the plus ie directions are, 
in the local coordinate system already considered in Sect.2.1., the 
directions of the half-space Im q. > 0. The plus ie rule asserts 
that the analytic function ̂  from which f is the boundary value is 
analytic for complex q * Req + i Iraq such that Req belong to a neigh
borhood of the origin and Imq belongs to a domain of the form shown in 
Fig.11a): 

kImq-spact k 

By definition, f satisfies the no bWiouX vn.OVQJiA.u at P if this 
domain is of the form shown in Fig.lib), the important fact beine the 
shape of the domain along the Imq. -axis, near a-0. The no sprout oro-
perty at P corresponds to the exclusion of otherwise possible natholoeies. 
It is a very weak aspect of the idea of "local maximal analyticitv" at ?. 
The latter says that l_ can be analytically continued locally around the 
singularity, the surface qj*0 being the only singularity in complex space 
in the (possibly raultisheeted) domain generated by analytic continuation. 
"Local maximal analyticity" is itself a very weak aspect of the results 
one ultimately aims to prove (see Sect.7). 
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The regularity property R is clearly closely related to (and can 
probably be derived from) the no sprout property. In fact, it is known 
iiee fipfin*lt*) that property R at P on the scattering function f is 
indeed (essentially) equivalent to the no sorout pronertv. However, 
the problem is not exactly the same here, since the regularitv oro-
perty R associated with refined macrocausality (and used in the nroof 
of the u»0 structure theorem of [25]) refers to the connected S matrix, 
containing the energy-momentum conservation 5-function and expressed 
in terms of momentum variables . More work would be needed to get pre
cise statements on its general content in terms of analyticity properties 
and to check its general validity. 

The approach to the u»0 problem of [33,34] is different. In [33] 
a general result on phase-space integrals is obtained, as already men
tioned in Sect.4. It has been used there first to justify statements 
on the singular spectrum of the S-matrix at M points (namely the angular-
momentum conservation law : see Sect.3.I). A conjecture on the singular 
spectrum of actual bubble diagram functions is then proposed on the basis 
of these results. This u»0 conjecture involves, as the u-0 theorem of [25], 
certain limiting procedures which are, however, different. 

[52] . Recent mathematical results on products of regular holonomic 
[34] 

functions at u»0 points have more recently led to corresponding results 
on bubble diagram functions based on holonomicity assumptions on scattering 
functions'. Namely, it is assumed that the latter should be, near anv 
physical-region point, regular holonomic functions or more generailv 
(finite or infinite) sums of regular holonomic contributions, each of 
which satisfying further properties close to those of one or the Fevnman 

"'Si integrals that are singular at P. (The latter are known"" to be in 
particular regular holonomic). Infinite sums are clearly required in some 
situations (see Sect.7.2), in which case convergence is also assumed. 
The u«0 result that follows from this assumption involves limitine 
procedures similar to those of [33]. The exact link between the results 
of [25] and [34] is not yet known. The assumptions made in [34] appear 
to be much stronger and more detailed, and the result may therefore be 
possibly more refined in some situations. 
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The u«0 results of [34] are of interest mainly in the philosophy 
of "maximal analyticity" in which one wishes to check internal con
sistency. In fact, the assumption used is close to the final results 
one aims to dZAAVZ in an axiomatic, deductive aDDroach, i.e. the dis
continuity (or microlocal discontinuity) formulae. .We have already 
explained in Sect. 2.2, 2.3 that the latter are in fact eauivalently 
stated in simple cases in terms of à la Feynman integrals, and the 
results presented in Sect.7.2. show that this is again true in a 
simplified model at three-particle thresholds, where an infinite 
convergent sum of à la Feynman terms is obtained. More work is needed 
here also to obtain precise and general results on the validitv of this 
assumption. 

5.2. Macrocausality, unitarity and the 3 * 3 S-matrix below the 
4-particle threshold 

In the case of a 3 -*• 3 process below the 4-particle threshold, the 
results of [25] , or also of [34]' Jindicate that the u=0 problem occurring 

for 3©5REl a n a" other terms can be ignored : the essential support 

of these terms is still given by the u#0 structure theorem. As explained 
in Sect.4, crucial difficulties still remain if "seoaration of singulariti 
is not assumed. They have been solved in [35] at points P of surfaces 
L (G) of graphs with one internal line that lie on no other surface, 
with the help of a "no sprout" assumption on f (• f satisfies the no 
sprout property described in Sect.5.1). These results have been extended 
in [36] with the help of a no sprout assumption that is a slight extension 
of the previous one (see below) and by a somewhat different method. The 
following result is then obtained : 

Theorem : "Refined macrocausality, unitarity and the no sorout 
assumption imply the decomposition (16) of the 3 -* 3 S-matrix in the 
region R as a sum of à la Feynman integrals associated with eranhs 
with one internal line and triangle graohs". 

Refined macrocausality is used, as explained above, to solve the, 
u«0 problem and will play no further role below. It is probablv closelv 
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related with the no sprout assumption, as already mentioned in Sect.5.1. 
We now introduce the latter in a more precise way in the form needed 
in the proof of the theorem. Macrocausality and the general results of 
essential support, or hyperfunction, theory entail (non uniaue) decom
positions of f below the four-particle threshold of the form : 

f = I f (30) 
B 

where each ffl is, in R, analytic outside L (Gp) and is along L (G„) 
+ -

a plus ie boundary value. (The L (GQ) are the 18+a-Landau surfaces 
o 

encountered in R : see Sect.2.3). 

No sprout assumption : "There exists a decomposition of the form (30) 
such that each fR satisfies the no sprout property at all points P of 
L +(G g) in R". 

The distributions f a provided bv the no sprout assumption are now 
P 

uniquely defined in R modulo analytic backgrounds, whereas more serious 
ambiguities were oossible in (30). This fact follows (see [36]) from 

[35] the following lemma which plays an important role below and is a 
consequence of Bremerman 's continuity theorem. 

! Lemma : "Let h be a distribution defined in a real domain containing 
a (smooth, codiraension one) surface L (G), analytic outside L (G) and 
satisfying the plus ie rule along L (G). If h is analytic at one noint 
of L (G) and if it satisfies the no sprout property at all points of 
L (G), then it must be analytic at all points of L (G)". 

In other words, h cannot be analytic at some points of L (G) and 
singular at other points, if it satisfies the no sprout orooertv. 

We now return to the proof of the theorem. Let us consider Eq.(25) 
and let us group together contributions to the various terms whose sin
gularities can be expected to cancel among themselves, if one believes 
to "separation of singularities" : 
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'.J l 

2 k.i -
«*j 

i.ot. 

• 2 °^ e r t e r m s = 0 (11) 

In (31), F. . and F! . denote the contributions to ;3+\E 

with the surfaces L (G. .) of the graphs " ^ " ^ ^ > < : C a n d 

respectively, and 

associates 

is a "plus i£" contribution to ^+}_ 0J J 

well defined in R modulo an analytic background as in Sect.2.2. 

H. 

sin-

Let us first consider a given pair (i,j) and a corresponding bracke-
.. . • h. .5 (p,+p-+p-~p,~'De~Pt) in the first sum of the l.h.s. of (31). i,j i,j rl r2 r3 r4 5 r6 
By direct inspection, the three terms in h. . are analytic in R outside 
+ + 

L (G. .) and are plus ie boundary values along L (G. .) ; in other words 
their essential support at any P or L (G. .) in û (P;G...). Their 

i » J *• » J . 
, or from gularities arise from diagrams V of the form 

o 

the same diagrams with two more internal trajectories passing chroueh b 
(which have a "related" topological structure). A detailed analysis shows 
(in space-time dimension > 2) that û (P;G. .) is absent from the essential 
support of all other terms in (31) at least at some ooints P of L (G. . ) . 
This is not true at points that lie in a certain ooen subset or in ocher 
lower-dimensional submanifolds of L (G. . ) , where û (P;G. .) is indeed 
the relative configuration of external trajectories of some mixed-o. 
diagrams. The equality (31) ensures, however, that û (P;G. .) is absent 
from ES_(h..) at the previous points. Since it was the onlv possible 
singular direction of the terms that contribute to h. . and hence of 
h. ., one concludes that h. . is in fact ancXutit at these ooints. On 
the other hand, one checks by direct inspection that the three terms 
in h. ., and hence h. . itself, satisfy the no sprout orooertv. The lemma 
quoted above then entails that h. . is analytic in the whole region R. 
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h. . in R entails analyticity of h! .. Hence : 

F u = j=ftES=' /, ,? (32) 

where * is defined as in (16) (17). 

Once (32) is established (for each pair (i,j)), a similar analysis 
with only minor changes allows one to determine F! . ,again modulo ana-
lytic backgrounds in R : see [36]. (TJ?e />o iprout property t*r dj^J^*-. 
fellows e-f fr,» the rei»lU » A Set ?-l _^ J 

$i»ce the discontinuity of that term is ^X£[—,-yj3- . • ^ n e change 

of the two-body plus bubble on the right by a minus bubble does not 
modify the results since both f- - and f_ . are analytic in integration 
domains). The decomposition (16) is thus established in R. Q.E.D. 

Remark : A proof similar to above cannot be obtained directlv from 
Eq.(29) because, as already mentioned in Sect.4, û (P;G. .) is a sin-

gular direction of terms such as ït^Q^fc t̂ aiZ ooints ? of L+(G. 
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6. AXIOMATIC FIELD THEORY : MICRO-CAUSALITY.OFF-SHELL UNITARITY AND 
THE 3 - 3 S-MATRIX BELOW THE 4-PARTICLE THRESHOLD 

The basic quantities of axiomatic field theory for the purposes of 
this section are the connected "chronological functions" t which are, 

4n for each n, well defined distributions in the space R of n space-ti-e 
vector variables x,,... ,x and are in fact (possibly regularized) ccnnec-

1 n 
ted, "amputated" vacuum expectation values of the chronological product 
T(x.,—,x ) of n field operators A(x.),—,A(x ) . Their Fourier transforms 
#•** • . An 
T are correspondingly defined in the space R of energy-nomentuni varia
bles p.,...,p . In view of the translation invariance of x under trans-

i n c 
• *̂ 

lation of all i by a common space-time vector a, T contains an energy-
v v n c 

momentum conservation 6 -function 6 ( S p, ) . It can be shown (see below), 
k-1 k 

as f i r s t established in [14 ] , that, being given any process m -*• m' 
, with m + m ' » n , the distr ibut ion t can be r e s t r i c t e d (as a d i s t r i -C 2 2 bution) to the mass-shell Mm , - (p»(p, , . . . ,p ) ; p. - u , Vk, (p, ) < 0 , 0,m i n ic K O 

k*l,...,m, (.Py) > 0, k*m+l,...,n}, and the following relation holds : 

s c 
;
n , m ' ( V " - ' P m ; P m + l ' " " P n ) « ̂ (-Pi'-'-P^P^i P n); M , 

en, ID 

(33) 
We need also to consider functions (T ) _ , where I is a subset of 

c I 
(l,...,n), which are defined in a way similar to T , except that T(x.,...,x ) 
is replaced by the product of T(x(J)) and T(x(I)), where J is Che complément 
of I in (l,...,n) and x(I), resp. x(J), denote the sets of points x, , 
k 6 I, resp. k € J. 

Microcausality asserts that the commutator [A(x),A(y)j of two field 
2 2 "> — "> 

operators vanishes if (x-y) < 0, where x =x" - x", i.e. If x-y is space-
like, and entails (see [14,37]) that : 

T c(x r...,x n) « (-^(Xj,...^) if (x 1,...,x n)£: i 

(34) 
where Zj - {(Xj,. .. ,xfl) .x.-x.̂  >, 0 for any pair of points x. in x(I) 
and x. in x(J)}. The condition x.-x. > 0 means either that x.-x. is space-

J 2 J 1 ~ _ + J 1 

likeCîx^-Xj^) < 0), or belongs to the cone V (- set of points x in space-
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2 
time such that x > 0 , x > 0 ) . 

— o 
The spectral condition i s the assert ion that the spectrum of the 

energy-momentum operator of the theory i s contained (for a theory with 
only one type of particle of mass u > 0) in the union of the or ig in 
(corresponding to the "vacuum"), of the positive-energy mass-shell hyper-

• 2 2 
boloïd V (u) (p «U , p > 0 ) , corresponding to one-aarticle s t a t e s , ana 

- + ° 2 2 [14 37' 
of the continuum V (2u) (p > (2y) , p > 0 ) . I t enta i l s * * that 
(T ) T has i t s support in the region 

I P-<- " Ï P:) € V + ( u ) U V(2u) , i f 1 < : J ; < n-1 
j € J J i € I l 

€V*(2u) , i f i jj ' I or n - l . 

(35) 
Being given a point P in/f ,, let S be the set of all I such that 

CD y ID XT 

(T )_ vanishes in the neighborhood of P. It is then eas i lv seen c I 
that : 

ESp(T ) c n Z . (36) 
• l € S p 

^ r [211 
Ihii Çtll'wi hf* the following elementary lemma : i f the Fourier transfora 

f (here T - (T ) T ) of a distribution f (here T -(T ) T ) vanishes outside a fc c I c c 1 
cone C with apex at the or ig in , then the generalized Fourier transform of 
f at any point P f a l l s off exponentially ( in the appropriate sense) outside 
C, i . e . ES_(f) c C, (A different proof i s given in [37 ] ) . 

By standard results of e s sent ia l support theory (see Appendix ,Sect. l ) 
(36) enta i l s that the res tr ic t ion of t to M , does ex i s t (awav from '•! 

c m,tn j o 
points), and it gives information on the essential suooorts of 5" ,, hence 
of the scattering function f , at any point P of M , : thev are contained 

m,m m,a 
respectively in the sets associated with a l l possible configurations of tra
jectories (P. ,x, ) corresponding to a l l points ( x . , . . . , x ) in ES.CT ) , reso. 

K K I n ? c 
re lat ive configurations of such trajector ies . 

Four-point function (two-body processes) 

For a two-body process (m«m'«2,n»4), the result (36) reduces, at anv 
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physical region point P, to 

ES p (T c ) c { x - ( X j , . . . , x 4 ) , X |=* 2 , ^ 3 - x 4 , X J - X J E V } (37) 

— • 2 

where V i s the se t of points x in space-tine such that x > 0 , x > 0 . 

By Lorentz invariance, th i s r e s u l t can moreover be improved, nanely the 

condition X3-XJ € V can be replaced by x_-x.=>(P *P ) , >, > 0 . The poss ible 

points in ES (x ) and ES (S_ _) are represented in Fig. 12. (Equivalently 

T i s the boundary value of an analyt ic function from the direct ions lis s > 0 ) 

time A. 

2 2 
Let us consider a point P in the region (2u) < s < (3;;)". There, 

a better result is expected according to the macrocausality ideas, namely 
x.=x_»x =x, (* equivalently T is analytic at P) since encrgy-ntorcentura 
cannot be transferred from x.=x„ to x =x. by stable particles if x,/x,. 

1 2 3 4 3 1 
This result can be obtained (see Sect. 1 and 7.2) by a regularity assumption 
which eliminates a priori possible à la Martin pathologies. He admit below 
corresponding that : 

s"~ 2 2 
ES p(r c) c {(xj,x 2,x 3,x 4), Xj-x 2=x 3*x 4} , V P s.t.(2u) <s< (3;i) 

(38) 
~ . . . 4 . 

Equivalently, T after factorization of its e.m.c. 6 -function, and 
f» j are analytic at P. 

Five-point function (2-* 3 or 3-»" 2) processes) 

2 2 2 
We next consider a 2 •* 3 process in the region $< (4\i) (s*(p.+p?) "(p,+P#*Pc) ) 

In this case, (36) entails that : 

ES p(T c) c C 3 U C 4 U C 5 (39) 
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c. = — • t x * ( X j , . . . , x 5 ) ; X j = x 7 , x . = x . , x .-x. € V , x ^ x . € V+> (40) 

k * 3 . 4 , 5 . ( i , j . k ) « ( 3 , 4 , 5 ) . The cone C i s represented in Fie 13a) : 

« I * «2 

a) 

* 4 = * S 

time 
b) 

This result, which cannot be improved in a simple way by Lorentz 
invariance» is very far from the essential support expected fron* the 

2 macrocausality ideas, which corresponds in the region s < 4y , and away 
from M points, to x,»x »x_*x.»x_- We explain below how it can be im-o 1 Z J H !> 
proved by using the further axiom of asmptctÂc ccmpfcfcueS<S, together 
with the previous result (38) on the four-point function. 

Let (T ). . T c - ( T c ) x , where 1= (l,2,k), (i, j ,k) = (3,4.5) 

and let t l(jEF* and *-~\â^' represent diagrammatically t 
and (T ). . respectively. Microeausality and the spectral condition vield c i,j 
the following information, which is the analogue of (39) : 

ESp( :=&l ) c C. U C. U Cj i j k (41) 

where C" * \X*IX|,. »»t^r /t " ,-x2. l j k 1 ' 
rr*i 

*k~xi € V *" 

Asymptotic completeness yields on the other hand the following relations 
2 in the region s < (4p) , obtained by introducing in the appropriate place 

a complete set of intermediate states and by standard analysis of axiomatic 
field theory (see e.g. [53]) : 

X£ -- <^ • 0 5 ? ( « > 

where the last term in the right-hand side is defined in the same way as 
bubble diagram functions as a convolution integral over internal on-mxii-iheit 

? ? A 
four-momenta (with the measure fl(kB-u )0(ka) )d k. for each internal line>. 
The only difference is that the external four-momenta are not restricted 
to the mass-shell. In view of (38) (41), the standard u^O results of 
essential support theory (or hyperfunction theory) on products and integrals 
(see Appendix)show that this intrgral is well defined,and give information on 
its cssrnti.ll support,for P. /P.. Theorems 2,3,4 of the Appendix yield 

http://cssrnti.ll
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in fact i u^D structure theorem which i s very c lose to that dc-srrib»*d 
in Sect . 4 . The diagram c. are now configurations (x, , x . ; . c f »x-iv.ti in 
space-time corresponding to points in the e s sent ia l support of the d i s 
tr ibution F. (defined without mass-shell constraints ) at points *P, ,P . } . , 

• K M. D 
where the P, are the on-cass - she l l external enorev-momenta and the P. k 
are on-oass-shel l internal energy—notsenta in the integrat ion docain. A 
diagram fc i s corresponding^a configuration of points in space-t ine 
obtained as a c o l l e c t i o n of £ that f i t together in the sense that : 

D 

(x.)-(x,) « >,P. £ 2 *. 1 ». t. 

where A. is an arbitrary real scalar, for any internal line », of B jii.iinp 
bubbles I and 2. A u « 0 point P of B is such that there exists a diagram 
£ whose all externat points x, are at the origin, whereas s one internal 
points are not there. The u l O structure theorem at u^O points P then 
says that F B (resp. f ) is well defined and that its essential support is 

B B 
at most the set of points (x.,—,x ) corresponding to configurations 
(resp.relative configurations) of external points of diagrani £ . 

A systematic use of the relations (42) for the various values of 
k-3,4,5, yields moreover, by successive applications (see [38]) of the 
general "edge-of-the-wedge" results of essential support theory: 

Thccxm ES p( X^) c C-{x;xj*x 2,x -X^-XJ.XJ-XJ € V*} (43) 

2 2 2 
at any point P of M_ iatktUs < (4;s) , (P.+P.-P ) i y where i,j,k is any 
permutation of (3,4,5). 

2 2 The exclusion of the cod intension one submani folds (P.+P.-P, ) » JJ 
l j k 

(which contain the U points) in the results obtained so far in [38], 
o 

is due to reasons that wc shall not discuss here in detail. Lc-rcntz invariance 
implies now, as for the four-point function, an improvement of (43) in which 
the condition x~-x. f. V is replaced by x - X . « A ( P . + P ? ) , A > 0. The situation 
is then the same as that shown in Fig.iZ for the 2 •* 2 processes, except 
that x."x, is replaced by x_"x,»x,. To reobtain macrocausality (see above), 
a regularity assumption for 2 -» 3 processes would again be needed to avoid 
the a priori possible à la Martin pathologies. 
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Six-point junction (3 -»• 3 processes) 

We shall now consider, as in Sect. 5, a 3 -» 3 process in the region 
s < (4u)2. 

Generalized Feynman integrals, such as 

are defined in a natural way in axiomatic field theory (see [38],[39]) 
where the bubbles -Ç)- a r e n o t defined a priori on-mass-shell, by asso
ciating Feynman-type propagators to each internal line. It can be checked 
that they coincide, after restriction to the mass-shell, and modulo analytic 

c backgrounds, with the (Do), introduced in Sect. 2. 

The analogue of (39), which follows again from microcausality and the 
spectral condition, is here : 

U ci (44) 

where e.g. C. = {x,x=x ,x,=x,,x -x G V , x^-x, € V , x,-x £ V ) (fig.13b)) 

The asymptotic completeness equations are the three equations (42) 
(with three lines instead of two on the left of the 3 -*• 3 bubbles) and three 
analogous equations involving terms ^S?lE (i, j tk) = (1,2,3), k = 1,2,3. 
As previously, microcausality and the spectral condition yield information 

also on Z\âl » or ^<^_j- Th e full use of all previous informations, 
/ ^ ^ ^ [38] 

together with the standard u t 0 results, now yields : 

" ESP ( H ^ -1 i ^ ^ L I , ^ ^ ^ J ) 

c {x; Xj=x2=x_, x,=x5=x,, x,-x £ V } (45) 
2 2 

at any point P of H. , switMs < (4y) , (P.+P.-P.) , where (i,j,k) is any 
permutation of (1,2,3) or of (4,5,6). 

The condition x,-x. € v can, as previously be replaced by x,-x.=X(P.+P +P_), 
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X > 0 by Lorentz invariance. A supplementary regularity assumption (for 
3 -* 3 processes) would be needed to avoid à la Martin pathologies, i.e. 
to replace this latter condition by x = .. . = x, , and thus to reobtain 
the decomposition (17), equivalent to macrocausality and nacrocausal fac
torization, on the mass-shell. As in the case of the five-point function, 

2 2 the submanifolds (P.+P.-P, ) =u are excluded so far in the results of [38]. l j k 

RcmflAf̂ i :i)Although th's has not yet been established so far, it is 

believed that the terms ^\flZ , or tion to 
the mass-shell and factorization of their e.ra.c. 6 -function, can be obtained 
from the scattering function f_ _ by analytic continuation, on the complex 
mass-shell, around two-particle thresholds. The relations (42), or the ana
logous relations for the six-point function then appear as (off-shell) 
"extended unitarity" equations between scattering functions and their ana
lytic cunttnvibcin . 

In S-matrix theory, these analytic continuations, and the mass-shell 
versions of Eq. (42) or of its analogues for 3 -* 3 processes are not known 
at the outset, although one would like to reobtain them at a later stage. 
Hence only phyA4.caZ, on-mass-she 11 unitarity has been used in Sect. 5. 

2/ The results that have been described suggest that macrocausality 
and macrocausal factorization properties analogous to th se described 
in Sect. 3 shmU hold in general for the Green functions. For instance, 
macrocausality would be stated as follows : the only points (x.,...,x ) 
in ES (T ) at any physical-region point P are those for which there exists 
a classical diagram J/ (without "vertices at infinity") with external tra
jectories (PK»XK)» each point x. being moreover precisely placed at the 
interaction vertex of d in space-time that involves the external particle k. 
By restriction of the Green functions to the mass-shell, the maciocausality 
property of the S-matrix is reobtained. The essential support property of the 
Green functions is however stronger in view of the last condition mentioned 
above on the location of the points x, . In particular, it is still at M 

k ' o 
points a causality condition, whereas this is essentially lost at these 
points after restriction to the mass-shell. For instance, in a two-body 
equal mass process, the essential support of T when P.=P7(=P =P,), 
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P £ M, i s s t i l l of the form x =x , x_=x,, x =x =>,(P +P ) , X > 0 

r>P 2 

time 
X | = X 2 

and entails analyticity from the directions Im s > 0, whereas one only 
obtains, by restriction to the mass-sheli^the essential support shown in 

-1 c Fig. 8. The latter coincides with that of (S ) at the points P consi-
dered, and yields no simple analyticity property of f_ ?. 

7. NATURE OF LANDAU SINGULARITIES 

In Se^t. 7.1, we present results on the nature of +a-Landau singula
rities of graphs G with single lines. These results, .'Jcrn'«u4 from the dis
continuity formulae, apply to situations in which individual scattering 
functions occurring in the term D that represents the discontinuity remain 
analytic in integration domains. They have been obtained in [23] 
on the basis of general results of the theory of holonomic functions. We 
shall present here a direct proof, independent of that theory. More refined 
results have also been obtained in [23] in situations in which individual 
scattering functions do not necessarily remain analytic but in which their 
analytic structure is known (= that determined previously) in the integra
tion domains. They apply to +ct-Landau points that lie on several related 
surfaces of graphs with single lines. Similar results apply also under some 
conditions and in space-time dimension 4, to graphs with possibly double 
lines (=sets of two lines between some vertices). They are based on the well 
known squared-root type nature of two-particle thresholds . Results of 
[23] include for instance the behavior of the S-matrix in the neighborhood 
of a point where the Landau surface of a triangle graph in a 3->"3 process 
meets that of a "self-energy" graph obtained by contracting one of the inter
nal lines : see the end of Sect.7.1. 
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In Sect.7.2, we first come back to two-particle thresholds in two-body 
processes. The proof of the square-root type nature of the singularity is 
well known and is technically more simple than that of the previous results. 
However, it is conceptually more difficult in some sense because the struc
ture of the individual bubbles in the discontinuity formula is not known 
in advance : one has in fact to solve an integral Fredholm-type equation 

2 between f and its analytic continuation around s = Ay . We shall see, fol-
• *' f*<^ lowing [ 4 1 ] , that the singularity is of a different naturîT'dimension v of 

space-time is odd, ana 1 we shall describe the more general results of [41 ] 
on m-particle thresholds in m -* m processes in a simpified theory in which 
interactions involving less than m initial or m finta particles are neglected. 
The nature of the singularity depends on the parity of (m-I)(v-l) : if 
(m-l)(v-l) is odd, it is again of a square-root type. Otherwise, e.g. at 
v= 4 , m=3 the scattering function is shown to be locally, under some gene-

i ... . c - ... .. v / \ r ((m-I)v-m-l)/2 0 , n 

ral conditions ^an infinite convergent s urn. h a (p) lz Jen zj 
z = s-(mi.i) , s = (.-. P«) > or ah Ftyp-iin ter mi iv.'("/> locally analytic 

ta<:rhi)»irii.A decomposition of the solution allows one to express r (<)(->Aer /vs.»,;? 
i«:».tiVrt ) in terras of non holonomic functions of the form î/£n. 

7.1 Graphs with single or double lines 

We first consider singularities associated with graphs with single 
lines, i.e. with one line at most between any pair of vertices. The most 
simple case is that of example a) of Sect.2.2 : the discontinuity formula 
(7) entails, as already mentioned, that the singularity is a pole with a 
factorized residue. In the case of example b), (in space-time dimeasion 
v), let us consider e.g. a physical region point P = (P.,...,P,) of L (G) 

2 2 2 
in the region (3y) < s = (Pj+P2

+?3) < (4y) , p € AI : it can than be 
checked that the scattering functions f - associated with each bubble 
remain analytic in integration domains when p varies in a neighborhood 
of P (the incoming energy variables s, all remain in the region 

2 2 b 

(2u) < s. < (3p) ). In the neighborhood of P, formula (10) then yields : 
r 2v+3 

d(p) = U(p,k) H 5 (f.(p,k))dk (46) 
J j», J 

where k » k., k-, k_f dk = '\ à k., the f. are the arguments of the 
three mass-shell 6-functions and of 2v conservation 6-functions associated 
with two of the bubbles (the third one giving rise to the overall 5 -function 
factored out in D), and a remains analytic in the integration domain. 
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Being given a real analytic local coordinate system q = (q.,...,q.) 
of// near P, with q = 0 and q > 0 representing locally L (G) and its phy
sical side,one can choose (see [54]) 2v+2 of the 2v+3 functions f. (relabelsA 

below f., — »^2v+2^ a n <* V~^ o t ^ e r analytic functions x.(q,k), ,x _(q,k) 
such that : 

v-2 
(i) f 2 v + 3(q,k) = q, - J [x.(q,k)]^ (47) 

: = 1 

(ii) the change of variables q, k -+ q,f ,...,f , x.,...,x _ 7 pro
duces a regular jacobian J(q,f.,—,f_ _,x.,—,x ). Hence, after eli
mination of the first 2v+2 5-functions : 

d(q) = ja'Cq.x) 5 (q, - I x?) dx (48) 

where x = (x.,... ,x ),and a' = a x j. _ i s analytic in the 
. V Z | ri •••"t2v+2"U 

integration domain. 
2 The presence of the 5 -function 5(q, - Ex.) in the r.h.s. of (48) is 

not surprizing and is in fact fully consistent with the fact that d is iden
tically zero (see Sect.2) on the non physical side (q. < 0) of L (G). The 
fact that the r.h.s. of (48) is a well defined distribution (locally) 
is already known from various more general considerations (see e.g. [25]). Jt 

2 
follows here from the fact that 5(q. - E x.) is itself a well defined dis
tribution of q,,x. By definition : 

<d,ip> = 5(qj-E x?) a'(q,x) ip(q) dq dx 

' \ 

(49) 
2 2 

tp(£ x^,qlt...tq.) a'(E x-^.q^ ... ,q~) dq2>..dq- dx 

for any C test function with support in a sufficiently small neighborhood 
of q-0. 

In the case v=2, i.e. v-2=0, there are no variables x and d is expli
citly of the form : 

d(q) = a'(q) 5(q,) (50) 

When v > 3, one checks as explained below that : 

d(q) = 9(q,) qj a"(q), B - ^ (51) 
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where a"(q) = /a'(q; |x| ,îî) dp(ÏÏ)n| = / is locally analytic at q=0. (Here 
x has been replaced by |x| and angle variables Q. Although |x| is taken equal 
to /q,, one recovers a locally analytic function of q after integration over 
ft). Note that 0 > - y if V > 3, in which case the r.h.s. of (51) is a well 
defined distribution. 

Proof of (51) 
The result is first easily obtained in the region q > 0, where the 

r.h.s. of (48) is in fact a well defined function, by considering the new 
variables t = I x. and ft : this change of variables introduces the factor 
t H q . At q. < 0 ox h.» obviously d=0:one finally checks easily that <d,(0> 
as defined in (49) is indt , equal to J6(qj) qj a"(q) <P(q) dq even when 
the support of ip contains q=0; Ç.E.D. 

The edge-of-the-u^dge theorem shows that two distributions that admit 
the same discontinuity differ at most by a locally analytic function. Hence 
one obtains the following results for the scattering function f near q=0 : 

3 = -1 f (q) = a (q) — U r • a.(q) (52) 
1 V 2 

3 = 0,1,2,..., f(q) = aj(q) q^ Sn qj + a (q) (53) 

1 1 3 S 
3 = - ^ j , Y»..., f(q) = aj(q) qj + a2(q) (54) 

v-4 where 3 = —r- and a., a, are locally analytic functions. In fact, one 
3 3 

checks easily that the functions a.(q) q. , or a.(q) q. Jin q. admit the 
discontinuity a"(q) 8(q) q. (or a'(q) 5(q.) if 3 = -1) for appropriate 
choices of a. in terms of a" or a'. The difference of the cases (53) (54) 8 is simply that q. is analytic in the first case, and hence does not change 
after turning around q. = 0, whereas it changes its sign if 3 is half-integer. 

The same analysis applies equally to more general graphs G with only 
single lines, at generic points P of real analytic codimension one sur
faces L (G) such that all scattering functions associated with each bubble 
remain analytic in integration domains. The results (52) (53) (54) are obtained 
in the same way with : 

B = ̂ f ^ (55) 

where 9, is the number of independent closed loops and m is the number of 
internal lines (3 > -1 in the cases under consideration). Results 
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of the same type are also obtained in [23] for graphs G with sets of doubles 
lines, in space-time dimension v=4 and under conditions such that the only 
singularities of individual scattering functions are the corresponding two-
particle thresholds. It is shown in fact that, the boxes S = S on each 
set of double lines can be removed, the scattering functions at each vertex 
being then replaced by functions that remain analytic in the integration 
domains. 

The more refined results of [23] include e.g. the following local form 
of f in the neighborhood of a point P where the Landau surface of the trian-

gle G = 2 ^ > \ ' y ^ * meets that of the "self-energy" graph Gj = ^Z^^^T^ 

+ + 2 
In a coordinate system where L (G.) is given by q.=0 and L (G) by q,=q9, 
one has : 

f = UjCq) /qj + iO + a 2 ( q ) ] log ( /q +i0 + q.,) 

(56) 
+ a3(q) /qj+iO + a^q) 

where a.,...,a, are analytic at q=0. 

7.2 Graphs with multiple lines : recent investigations 

We first come back to the 2-particle threshold in a two-body process. 
The unitarity equation reads below the 3-particle threshold : 

z& - lz£ - =&& ( 5 7 ) 

We assume here (as proved in field theory) that the two-boay scattering 
2 function f, expressed in terms of the variables s, t is still near s = Ay 

the plus ic boundary value of an analytic function f_ from the directions 
2 Im s - 0 and that f_ can be analytically continued around z =0 ,z=s- 4-J . 

Hevmitian analyticity asserts that the boundary value f of the analy
tic continuation of f around z=Û coincides with f and thus transforms 
(57) into an integral relation between f and f . Fredholm theory and re
gularity assumptions then ensure that f_ satisfies "local maximal analyticity' 
near z=0, i.e. admits a multivalued analytic (or meromorphic) continuation 
around z=0 : more precisely f_ is analytic (or meromorphic) in a certain co
vering of V - {z=0} where V is soie coirplex neighborhood of the origin. 
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The integral relation between f and f* ' gives for each partial wave 
f £ : -I ¥2 

h ~ f l 1 } - Cv s 2 (S"4IJ2) 2 h 4]) a t 2 > ° (58) 
where f̂  is the determination of _f obtained at z > 0 after one turn. 

If V is even, the factor (s-4p ) * V~ '' changes its sign after one 
turn and one easily recovers the two-sheeted, squared-root type nature 
of the singularity at z=0 : by analytic continuation around z=0, Eq.(58) 
is reproduced except that f £ is replaced by f* ' . If v is odd, this factor 

[41] is analytic and one finds a behavior of the form : 

M s ) - j ! ô ( 5 9 ) 

X a(s) x ̂ _ £n(4u -s) + b £(s) 

where b„ is a uniform function and a = C s (s-4u ) . To see this, 
1 1 one defines g = , .f--. Eq. (58) then yields : x. a is ) i „ 

41)-H" ( 6 0 ) 

Hence g„ is equal to -rp— £n(4|j -s) modulo a uniform function. If v > b } mi \{ t 

iS assumed to remain bounded when z=0 is approached" ,l/b„ is locally analytic 
at z=0. 

In the simplified theory of m-particle thresholds in m •* m processes, 
the unitarity equation reads : 

= rn + rm - rzz 
(60) 

2 We again assume that, near the threshold z = s-(mvi) = 0, f is the plus 
ie boundary value of an analytic function _f which can be continued arouna 
z=0, and that f coincidings with f . Eq.(60) is thus transformed 
again into an integral relation between f and f . Under regularity con
ditions, i_ satisfies again "local maximal analyticity". 

If (m-l)(v-l) is odd, one shows again the two-sheeted, square-root 
type nature of the singularity at z=0. In fact let us rewrite Eq.(60) at 
z > 0, with obvious notations, in the form : 

f - f ( 1 ) » f *f< !> (61) 
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and let us consider an analytic continuation of this equation. After one 
turn around z=0 one obtains : 

f ( D _ f(2) = _ f(D ^ f(2) ( M ) 

whfcje the minus sign arises from the change of sign of the factor 
3 0 (m-l)v-m-l „, . , , ,, . . 
z , [J = = that arises from the mass-shell integration after 
elimination of 5-functions. Eq.(62) is identical to (61) except that 

(2) f is replaced by f . Arguments of Fredholra theory then entail that 
f = f ( 2 ) Q.E.D. 

o 
If (m-l)(v-l) is ever the factor z does not change its sign. For 

simplicity, that f remains bounded when one approaches 
z=0 in any finite number of sheets (see [41] for the more general case) [41] and let us consider the case 3 > 0 (v > 3 if ra > 3). Then one proves 

Theorem : "The general solution of (61) is of the form : 

f = I u* ( n + , )(p) [ A i n ((n,u)2-s)]n (62) 

2 
where u is a locally analytic of all variables at z=s-(mp) = 0. Conver
sely, any function f of the form (62) with u locally analytic satisfies 
(61)". 

T / M \ *(n+l) 
In (62), u = u * u * u ... * u 

Proof : Let us introduce the kernel u through the equation : 

f = u + H * n(( r a u) 2-É) f * u < 6 3> 
It is the analogue, when (m-1)(v-1) is even, of Zimmerman's K matrix : 
in fact it is proved in [41] that (63) defines u in terms of f through 
Fredholm theory and that local analyticify of u at z=0 is equivalent to 
Eq.(61). The series in the r.h.s. of (62), which is the Neumann series 
of (63) (at the value \ » 1 of the Fredholm parameter), is convergent 
for 8 > 0 in view of the factors (z ) that arise in u '(p) from 
the n mass-shell convolutions. Hence, f is equal to the sum of this 
series. The converse part is also checked easily. Q.E.D. 
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Finally, although the sum (62) cannot be made explicitly, jierraitian 
analyticity allows one (see [41]) to introduce at z < 0 orthogonal pro
jectors E.(z,n,ft*), where Œ, fl' are angle variables for the initial and 
final sets of energy-momenta (E.*E. » E.6ji),The following decomposition 
of f is then obtained in [41] : 

f= £ 1 E[(z;^Sl') W.) 
I Z A in Z. + D (z) 

•'here l/b- J"<1 ^ : -Ji^^^C- £j re let ally ênjlytu jf J-C. 

Eq.(64) is the analogue of the previous decomposition into partial 
waveband exhibits in particular, as in this previous case, the non holo-
nomicity of the sum. Although we have only considered a simplified theory, 
the analysis suggests that Sato's conjecture on holononiicity of the 
S matrix has to be modified in general for graphs that include sets of 
2r+l lines, r > 1, between some vertices, e.g. for three-particle thresholds 
in two-bodv processes. The result (62), which is of the form Z a (p)[z* f.nz] , 

n n 

with analytic coefficients a ,also supports the conjecture made indepen
dently in [34] and described in Sect.5.1 : the Feynman graphs 

2 n are precisely equal to (z £n z) up to locally analytic 

Ref.[4l] contains a related analysis in field theory in terms of 
Bethe-Salpeter type equations. It leads to similar conclusions: namely 
the Green function of the simplified theory should be locally ̂infinite 

sum of generalized Feynman integrals ^S^S^S^E. V- E ^ S 

where integration is no longer on-mass-shell but with Feynman-like pro
pagators and where G is an irréductible (= locally analytic) ôff-shell 
kernel. 
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APPENDIX - ESSENTIAL SUPPORT THEORY, HYPERFUNCTION THEORY 

Note : The mathematical variables of this Aooendix will be in the 
physical context e.neA.gi(-mcmznta, (not space-time) variables, e.g. the 
components of the energy-momenta, or of the monenta, or local coordinates 
according to the distributions considered . 

1. ESSENTIAL SUPPORT THEORY : BASIC NOTIONS AND R E S U L T S ^ 
Let f be a tempered distribution defined in the real snace R 

of an n-dimensional variable X s (x.,...,x ). 
i n 

The MAZtxtlat Auppûlt E Sv(') o i f a t e a c h ooint X of F " is a closed 
cone with apex at the origin in the dual space (= space of Fourier 
transformed variables) composed of the i-ingaZa.'i dLixe.cti.CM along which 
a generalized Fourier transform of f at X : 

F(V;Y.X) - )f(x) e-iv-x-Y|v[(x-X) d x ^ ( A 1 ) 

does not fall off exponentially, in a well defined sense, for sufficiently 
small y > 0. More precisely, a direction v is outside ES (f) if there 
exist a neighborhing cone V of v with apex at the origin in v-space, 
a > 0, y > 0 (a polynomial J and q > 0) such that 

o — 

| F ( v ; Y , X ) | < [P{\v\){y\v\'h e " 0 ^ ' (A2 ) 

in the region v € 1/ and for a l l Y s a t i s f y i n g 0 < Y < Y • The 
O _ I I 

important factor in (Al') is the exponential fall off factor e ' V' . 
The definition of ES„(f) is essentially unchanged if f is replaced by 

• 00 
Xf where x 1 S a C function with compact support around X and is locallv 

2 
analytic and different from zero at X, and if the factor (x-X) is re
placed by a function that has similar local nroperties. We note finally 
that 

F(v;0,X) = f(v) , 

where f is the usual Fourier transform of f (and does not depend on X). 

http://dLixe.cti.CM
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By definition, f is micXc<Xna.£ijti.c at X in a direction û if 
Û « ES x(f). 

If f is defined on a real analytic manifold '. , ES (f) is, at each 
a cone in the cotangent ijxice T . »i at X to/i (= the dual cf the tangent 
space T A' at X to.ft). 

The following results are proved : ES (f) is enpty iff (= if 
and only if) f is locally analytic at X, f is the boundary value 
at X of an analytic function f_ from the (imaginary) directions of 

*) 
an open cone T if ES (f) is contained in the closed (convex salient) 

A 

dual cone C of I*. More generally, ES (f) is not necessarily convex, or 
A 

contained in a closed convex cone and f is not in the latter case the 
boundary value of an analytic function. The notion of essential support 
then characterizes in a well defined way all possible decompositions 
of f, at X, or over real domains </ , as a sum of distributions which 
are boundary values of analytic functions from directions which may 
depend on X. 

*) 
Let z=x+iy, z=z, ... z be the complexified variable of x ; I n 

f is the b.v. at X of f from the directions of F if, for any f' with 
apex at the origin and closure contained in T (apart from the origin), 
there exists some real neighborhood u of X and p > 0 such that f is 
analytic in {z:x € u>, y € I*', |yj < p} and such that : 

f(x) » lim f(x+iy) in u 
y € r' ,y - 0 

00 

possibly in the sense of distributions (i.e. after integrating with C 
test functions with support in co). 
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E d g e - o f - t h e wedp.e theorems 

The f o l l o w i n g general theorem f o l l o w s from the deiiniin.ii of the 

e s s e n t i a l support : 

Theorem 1 : I f ES ( f ) <= C. and ES ( f ) c C., where C ,C- are c l o s e d 

cones w i t h apex at the o r i g i n , then 

E S x ( f ) c Cj n C 2 . ( A 3 ) " 

In view of the results mentioned above on analyticity properties, 
this theorem is a powerful generalization of the several dimensional 
edge-of-the-wedge theorem which says that, if f is (locally) the boundary 
of an analytic function £. from the directions of a cone F, and also the 
boundary value of an analytic function _f_ from the directions of T~, 
then f_. and J_ define the same analytic function J[, f being its boundary 
value from the directions of the convex envelope of I*. and F_. This 
result is in fact a particular case of(A3^obtained when C., C_ are 
both closed convex salient cones. 

Theorems on products, integrals, restrictions 

Theorem 2 : "The product fifj of two distributions fijfo is well 
defined in the neighborhood of a point X if there exists no pair (u.,u~), 
u.,u./0 such that u. € ES (f.), u. 6 ES (f 2), and u.+u_ * 0. Under this 
condition, one has moreover : 

ES x(f) c ES x(fj) • ES x(f 2) 

= fu;u-Uj+u2,Uj€ ES x(fj),u 2€ES x(f 2)} . (A4) ' 

By definition, X is a u«0 point for the product f.f2 if it does not 
satisfy the condition of the theorem. Theorem 2 is generalization of 
a well known theorem on products of boundary values fi»?? °* analytic 
functions f_., t~ obtained (at X) from directions of respective cones T., 
X. whose intersection is not empty : fi?? ** t n e n t n e boundary value of 

http://deiiniin.ii
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the product Xi»X? from t n e directions of this intersection. The proof 
of theorem 2 is made either by using decompositions of f.,f_ into sums 
of boundary values of analytic functions, or more directly by expressing 
the Fourier and generalized Fourier transforms of f ,f , or possibly of 
X,f|xX2^j » * n t e r » s of t n e corresponding transforms of V.f. and >'?f?« 
The exponential fall-off properties (A3) outside ES (f )*F.S (f_) are 
extracted from those of the generalized Fourier transforms at X of 
X,f, and x 2f 2-

Theorem 3 : "Let f be a distribution in the space R of variables 
x, t » with compact support with resoect to t when w varies in a 
neighborhood of a given point X. The integral ç\x) * Jf(x,f ) df is 
a well defined distribution in the neighborhood of X and 

ES x(g) c {u;3 T ,V such that (u,V) 6 ESj. (f)> . (A5)' 

Theorem 4 : Let f be a d i s t r ibut ion defined in F and l e t '*<• be 

real analvt ic ftibmanifold of F . Then the res tr i c t ion f i „ of f t o / i 

i s a well defined d i s t r ibut ion in the neighborhood of a point X of 

if ES ( f ) ft M U ) i s empty (apart from the o r i g i n ) , where x

x ( - ' ^ ) i s 

the con< rmal space at X toAl • Under t h i s condit ion, one has moreover : 

E s x ( f U " } c E s x ( f ) 7 V'*' (A6)" 
i.e. ESy(fI ) is at most the set of points u in ES..(f) defined modulo 
addition of vertors in N„( ) " . 

Theorems 2,3,4 have been used in Sect.6 in axiomatic field theory. 

Theorem 5 : "ES^ôC*)) - Nx<.fi) , VX €.# <A7) 

where &{A\) is a product of 5-functions IT 6(f.(x)) such that the set 
// j J of equations f.(x) - 0 defines ,H locally". 

The following related result is used to characterize the link 
between Green functions, S-matrix kernels and scattering functions : 
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. Theorem 6 : "Let F = f*6(,î() be a distribution in E that vanishes 
outside Ai, , f being defined on ,H . Then 

ESx(f) = ESX(F) / Nx(.ft) , VX eM . (A8)' 

Finally, in the application to S-matrix theory, one needs results 
on the essential support of the kernel A(x,y) of a product of bounded 
operators A.A». (For instance AZ^CZ^- * S t^r" Pr°duct of S_ _ and 
-1 c . 

(S ), _ ) . If these operators have an appropriate support property 
(guaranteed in the application by energy-momentum conservation), the 
following result holds : 

Theorem 7 : "if (X,Y) is not a u=0 point for the product A.A , 
then ES (A) c {(u,v) ; 3 T,\v such that X,Y 

(u,w) € ES X T (Aj) , (w,v) 6 ES T y (A2) (A9)". 

By definition, (X,Y) is a u=0 point if 3 T, W such that 

(0,W) € ES X T (Aj) 

(W,0) £ ES T v (A2) (A10) 

Theorem 7, which provides the u^O structure theorem of Sect.4, 
follows from Theoicm 2 an<* J. It can also be established directly by 
expressing the generalized Fourier transform of A in terms of the 
generalized Fourier transforms of A. and A„ : see [25]. 

2. REGULARITY PROPERTY R AND u=0 RESULTS 

The origin of the u=0 problem either in Theorem 2 or in Theorem 7 
appears clearly in the direct proofs of these theorems in terms of 

r nc oil 

generalized Fourier transforms. Solutions at u=0 points are obtained ' 
if the product itself is well defined (for instance if fi»f2

 a r e locally 
square integrable functions, th*i product A.A» of bounded operators being 
on the other hand always well defined) and if a regularity property R is 
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assumed for f.,f„ or A., A at the appropriate points and directions 
of their essential supports from which the problems irise. Precise 
statements of property R depend on the nature of the distributions 
considered. The main content is, however, the same. We explain it for 
a distribution f defined in R . 

As we have seen, a direction v is outside ES__(f) if F(V;Y,X) falls li ° x 

off like e ' ' in this direction for some a > 0 and for sufficiently 
small y (see (Al) for the precise formulation). It can be shown 
independently of property R) that, being given v £ ES (f), a can be 

o A 
chosen arbitrarily close to 

2 a = Max , {cx';v t ES„(f) , Vx such that (x-X) < a'} o a o * 

and can e.g. be chosen eaual to some fixed fraction of a . The main 
content of property R is that the maximal value y of y does not tend 
to zero faster than linearly with respect to the angle of v with the 
essential support when a direction of the latter is approached. The 
factor y (v)|v| is then proportional to the distance of v to the essen
tial support. (Note that, in Sect.5.1, v is replaced by Tu and y is 
the analogue of tne product y[u| of the present Appendix). 

The u=0 theorems obtained on the basis of this regularity property 
are then similar to Theoremî2 and 7 except that some limiting procedures 
that may enlarge the essential support have to be considered in general. 

The result obtained is a generalization in the framework of essential 
support theory of the following more simple u=0 result on the product 
f.,f_ of two functions that are near X boundary values of analytic 
functions f_. ,^„ from directions of cones r.,r_. The u=0 problem arises 
when T. 0 T0 is empty. Suppose, however, there is one or more common 
directions e intersection of their closures. Property R holds (in 
the appropri Le directions in v-space) for f. and f~ if the shape of the 
analyticity domains in y-space along these common directions is of the 
fonr 'iown in Fig. 15a), and if e.g. f_. ,£- remain bounded when y tends 
to the boundary of tnese domains. Under such conditions ES y(f.,f ?)c C.+C-, 
as shown in Fig.15b : 
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v - space 

a) b) 
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3. HYPERFUNCTION THEORY, HOLONOMICITY 

The notion of &4.naiiÙVi éVCCXfuum has been introduced independentlv 
[271 by very different methods in hyperfunction theory . (It is also called 

"singular support" in [27]). General results analogous to those described 
in Sect.l of this Appendix have been obtained in that framework. The 
essential support and singular spectrum characterize analyticity pro
perties in a very similar way, the only difference being that the 
quantities f. appearing in decompositions of f into sums of boundary 
values of analytic functiDns may à priori be hyperfunctions in the 
second case, even if f itself is a distribution. It has, however, been 
proved in [55] that the two notions do coincide for distributions (and 
coincide also with Hormander's "analytic wave front set" [ 5 6 ]). 

For completeness, we give some very brief indications on hyper-
functions and microfunctions. A distribution f can always be decomposed 
as a sum of b.v. f. of analytic functions l_. , in a'hichly non unique way 
in general in the multi-dimensional case. Each f, is here a distribution 

l 
and f. does not grow faster than an inverse power of the imaginary part y 
when y •+ 0. A hypSA^unction can be defined as an equivalent class of 
collections f. of formal b.v. of analytic functions f., the f. having l J - l - i 
now no constraint on their behaviour when v -*• 0. 

A miCAofunction is an equivalent class of hyperfunctior.s with respect 
to singular spectrum properties. We only indicate here that by definition 

f - g at (X.Û) , 
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in.the sense of microfunctions iff û £ S.S. (f-g) (= ES (f-g)). 
A A 

[27 29] Holonomicity, regular holonomicity * 

A function (or microfunction) is, according to the terninoloçv 
recently proposed by M. Sato, hoioncmic if it is solution of a 
maximally ever determined system of linear micro (= pseudo)-differential 
equations. Such systems appear to be in some sense the sinnlest extensions 
in several variables of ordinary linear differential ecjuations : the 
space of microfunction solutions of these systems is always finite-
dimensional. (This is in some sense an extension of the fact that 
solutions of ordinary linear differential equations are well determined 
by the data at one point). 

We explain below the significance of holonomicity in the following 
simple situation. We consider a distribution f which, in an appropriate 
local coordinate system (x.,...,x ) is locally analytic in the neigh
borhood of the origin except on the surface x.=0 and which is moreover 
locally the boundary value of an analytic function f of z = (z.,...,z ) 
from the directions y.=Im z. > 0. Then local holonomicity of f near 
the origin first includes "local maximal analyticity" in the sense 
that ̂  admits a multivalued analytic (or meromornhic) continuation 
around z =0 ; more precisely, f_ is analytic (or meromorphic) in a 
certain covering of V-{z.=0}, where V is some comolex neighborhood 
of the origin. In the class of distributions f satisfying local maximal 
analyticity, local holonomicity is moreover characterized by the following 
"finite-determination property" : the vector space generated by all 
successive determinations F of F in its various sheets is finite-dimensional. 

T 

The local holonomicity of f in the case under consideration implies 
that f_ has the following explicit form : 

f(z) = I a .(z) z? (log z,) j (All) 
o,'j a j ' ' 

where a and j run over faJUMJt2. sets , the j's are > r. integers, the a's 
are complex numbers and the a . denote analytic functions defined (i.e. 
uniform) in V-{z.=0}. 
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The distribution f is moreover holonomic with sie.gulœ'i àingula'Utie.6 
(= regular holonomic) locally if and onlv if the a . in (All) can be 

a,j 
chosen analytic locally at z=0. 

U=0 results, second microlocalization 

We have already mentioned that u=0 results were obtained in [52] 
on products of holonomic functions with regular singularities. Further 
work has been carried out recently in hvperfunction theory on the u=0 
problem that arises in the study of products, or also in the very closely 
related problem on restrictions to submanifolds : see [57,58]. The re
sults of [57] are somewhat more general than the earlier ones of [52]. 
The exact link between these various works and the work of [25,26] is 
not known to the present author. The approach develooea in [58] and 
probably partly in [57] takes place in the framework of the so-called 
"second microlocalization" introduced recently [59] in hynerfunction 
theory. The "second microsupport" might be closely linked with the 
regularity property R introduced in Sect.2 of this Appendix. 
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